ǾǐǢǯǌǹȔǱÁǖȐÁƞƥ
+JXYN[F Q 9TP ^T
äȼȎȠȭȊȷɒȯÿȔɎÿčНӋ+9Ďǣåఘ࡛Ǣ൲࣪ۂǢ
เ༦ȆમԾளǟঃǋåࢍԀǟƾǅǿ࣪ۂǢঌǓǞӓಂৠȆ୴؊
Ǎǿ࠱ڤȼȎȠȭȊȷɒǛǍæ
äǢԘࠬНåޒԝǢਛ҅ளǞȉÿȭȊȠȯǟǼǿҚۅå
ȧɚȠåӊՇåഡ࣪åѸઍంǢȾɔȗɐɇȆ௵اéଠ્٨ݺȏɑȉȆ
؛ǟࡽ࠹æ+9ǛǋƿࣩԀƼǞƸحߜޒఘৰ߭Ȇǣǌǵåॣۅ
ǸǲǕǞƿǛǢड़ҚåৗԓԳଜǢঌǋƸୗ༅Ǣॉӿå࠱์ࠏӒڤǢ
߭ോǞǝåમߋǞઽ۶ǢॣȆ৫ǳࣩǋǘǙǅǚǁǲǋǓæƿ
ǽǣ௵ߖ࣪ۂاǢп൵ǜǋǚåݍǞࣩԀƸǟǕǓåǼǾȟɊɚ
ɒҲଔளǞ߭ȆॉӿǍǿǇǜǟ࣑ଳǋǚƸǲǍæ
ä୷࠘ԂǢԘ߄ǜǞǿ+9ǣę੬ઍ༦ǝǇǬݵǃìĚȆȭÿɅ
ǟåঌڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠցਪीિߵȆࡽ࠹ǋǓঌǋƸड़ҚéಠঃȠȦ
ȋɒȆଂǾǞǀǽå༸ཷۓౣč٩ĎĄۓౣčౣĎǲǛǢౣ
֡ǟȃǓǾå࠱ǛǇǑӓಂǞઓǜࣤߖǢƿǓǕȆ୴؊ǋǲǋǓæ
ŉนऊǛǣåॣۅǸഡ֦࣪ǞǝపகǢ࠹ԝǛݵȃȀǿҿԝȾɔȟȎȖȯǢਕ
ä๛ǛęǲǕĚǸęǲǕǞƿĚǜƸƺാזȆ໊ࠥǋǚƾǾǲǍæ

P r e s e n t i n g a w i d e a n d e xc i t i n g r a n ge o f c o n t e m p o r a r y s t a ge
performances, Festival/Tokyo (F/T) explores new social possibilities for
art through the model an urban performing arts event.
Launched in 2009 and held every autumn mainly in the Ikebukuro area
of Tokyo, the festival features a lineup of theatre, dance, music, visual
art, film/video, and more by cutting-edge artists from Japan and around
the world. With unique international co-productions, performances
staged in theatres and other locations around the city, showcases of
exciting new trends from across the world, and participatory events and
projects, the festival has continued to serve as a platform for vivid and
varied experiences. Organized as part of Tokyo Festival since 2016, F/T
focuses on interdisciplinary work brimming with incredible encounters.
For its thirteenth edition, F/T20 was held with the theme of “Whither
Imaginations?” over thirty-one days from Friday, October 16 to Sunday,
November 15, 2020, pursuing the kind of creativity and festival only
possible in a city.
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production of “Rendez-Vous Otsuka South & North,” a dance work that uses
virtual reality technology. The concept for the work, whereby VR technology
is used not to generate an otherworldly trip, but rather to experience the

ǞǃåƸǲƸǿǑǢॣःǇǑȆઽ۶ǍǿǓǵǟࠥƺǜƸƺȚɚȢȾȯǀ

place where you are right now, was intriguing, which made it even more

ಷǃåǔƿǽǇǑ܀ଜǛǢࠀѷǀൕӓیǛǋǓǀåցਪ६ؾǢȦȋɆɚ

essential to shoot the footage on-site, and we were here helped by the

ȗǟǶऎǅǽȀå๐ࡓǟࡽ܀ǍǿǇǜǀǛǁǲǋǓæ҉ੁॣݎȯɐɚȸ
ɒǜåຉɑȥÿȯ424௵اǜƸƺ܇ৠளǞԀॣǢపৠȆ

somewhat calmer state of the pandemic at that time and could successfully
make the production happen. Harnessing the distinct characters of the
venues-the TRAM-PAL Otsuka plaza outside Otsuka Station and Hoshino

৫ƿǋå܀ଜǛ;7țÿȗɒȆഒǗǚঢǛ֠ॕǍǿǇǜǀǛǁǿน߭ǣå

Resorts OMO5 Tokyo Otsuka-it was a wonderful work that truly was a

äǀཉࠨǜזӀǟǃސǲȀǿǟǞǿǇǜǣ֡жƸƶǾǲǏ

Without doubt, 2020 is a year that will be deeply inscribed in history and

ॣۅǟǞǃǚǶȧɚȠȆઽ۶ǛǁǿԀǜǋǚå
ęࣩԀƸĚȆШǍǿ

rendezvous, an opportunity to experience dance without going to a theatre

ȇæۓଳ ࣵ ƿǽླྀ  ǟ ǞǾࠬ ǵǓ ঌ ڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠ ց ਪ ी

memory. Already a big news topic from mid-January, the novel coronavirus

Ȧȋȯɒ୷ǾǢǍǤǽǋƸ߭ോǜǞǾǲǋǓæଜ۸ǢොǟǶੲୖǢɐȟȑ

č(T[NIĎǀǳǿǳǿƺǕǟԵǋåۓǟǣҳࢼǀْǵǚސǞ६ؾ

quickly spread and by March, the situation in Europe had become incredibly
grave. In Japan, we saw mass infections on a cruise liner, schools close, and

ઽੱǢܨǟȏȔȠȯɐǛࣩҚǋǚƸǓǔǅǲǋǓæ

and instead putting on a V R headset and viewing the work by yourself.
Locals also appeared as extras after their early morning radio calisthenics.
For “The City & The City: Divided Senses,” our exchange project with

ǟ֤ǾǲǋǓæౣนǛǶȖɒÿȡਸ਼ǛǢ࣑ցਪåՅݜǢп৹༮࡛

then a state of emergency declared in April. Various events, including those

äȦȋǢȷɚȚȖߜޒ൲࣪ۂɆÿȭȊɚȗč'.5&2ĎǜǢܵ༅Ⱦɔȗɐ

Bangkok International Performing Arts Meeting, we had at first anticipated

ݜǀƶǾåۓǟǣ٢؇ࡓૅਞ܃ǀ༸ǉȀǲǋǓæॣۅȆ֩ǴǉǲǊ

held in theatres, were forced to cancel or postpone, and the Tokyo Olympics

ɇě9MJ(NY^ 9MJ(NY^)N[NIJI8JSXJXĜǶåंǣ ȷɚȚȖĀ௵ ا

directly traveling back and forth between Bangkok and Tokyo, but the whole

planned for the summer were moved back a whole year. The convenience of

֡ǛǢ୩ਏǢݵǁȆ੬கǋǚƸǲǋǓǀåளǟȑɚɐȋɚǟǾે

ǲǞȋɀɚȯǀଳ࠼ǲǓǣҕׇǟ୴ƸޟǲȀåӕǟຶகǉȀǚƸǓ௵ا
ܡ༯ǢҕׇǶۍǲǾǲǋǓæঢǸඉǢЯగȆǓǸǍǃǋåӒઝǉǏઢ
ǅǚǁǓ܀ࢍԀǢභৠǀåǑǢǲǲȍȋɒȠǢொಊȆܨҰǋǍǿǇ
ǜǟǞǾåۗݐǜ৫๚ȆࢤǿǓǵǟৗԓǢݵగוೲǀпධǍǿǇǜǟǞ

contemporary society, where the movement of people and things is easy and
has continued to accelerate, escalated the spread of the virus, with the

äǇǢǼƺǞ฿Ǣ६ؾǟ୩ǋåৗԓԳଜǢߖ࣪ۂǀ۱ඡǳଳ࠼

ƼǲǋǓæޒǜޒǛǣǁǍǂǿǢǛå࠱ǜ࠱Ǣ֡Ǜܵ༅ȆǿȾɔ

partner organization chose three artists, and then exchanged the research
processes. The i nteract ion t hat was ent i rely on l i ne went bet ter t ha n

people’s lives and health.

ȠȆܵքǋǚƸǁǲǋǓæǍǭǚȑɚɐȋɚǛݵǗǓܵ༅ǀຶ੬Нड़ǟƺ

expected, and chemical reactions occurred in which the two teams mutually

across the globe canceling or postponing one after the other, Festival/Tokyo
was from early spring planning a course of action whereby we proactively

ǲǃݵǁå༕ȨÿɇǀѷوȆຸƼވƺӌՅ໊߭ǀטǇǾǲǋǓæ߆ࣃளǟ
ǑȀǒȀɑȉɒǞԀॣǛுࡣȆݵƸåǇȀǶ୩ਏǣƾܢƸǟ෩ȀވƼǞ

searched for possible ways to hold the festival in the autumn. This was not

ƸڦǛǋǓǀåܵ༅ȾɔȗɐɇǜǋǚǁǞࢥүƼǀƶǾǲǋǓæȾɔȢ

݁ǅǚࡽ࠹ӓಂǞڦȆْளǟଂǍǜƸƺොঠȆༀǚǚƸǲǋǓæඞ

about pushing ahead with the festival like business as usual. It was precisely

ȠǟൖǁƸ࠶ƼǚǃȀǓȚÿȮȊȴÿȦÿǢ༦ǶǁƿǗǓǛǍæ

ƺǟǞƸǢǛƶȀǤǞƾǉǽåǇȇǞ६ؾӋǛǶӓಂǞڦȆࣙǟଂǿ

between cities, since the scale is too large if between countries, each

result that the world’s code of conduct changed radically in order to protect

ǸҕׇǜǞǿǞƿåȼȎȠȭȊȷɒȯÿȔɎÿǣ࣮ਛƿǽåࣂǢԘ߄Ǭ
࡛Ǣ୷ǾݵضǍǿǜƸƺШǛǣƶǾǲǏȇæࡓૅǀଈׇǟǣࣃઘǋǑ

project was shifted online. A project attempting to engage in exchange

ȟȎȖȯǜǋǚåǑȀǒȀঢǎǘǢȉÿȭȊȠȯȆǧåɑȜÿȨǢȾɔȢ

Faced with these unprecedented circumstances, and with art festivals

ǾǲǋǓæ

because the situation did not seem likely to end in the short term that we felt
that there was a role for art in society to search flexibly for possible ways.
As such, “Whither Imaginations?” was chosen as the theme of the festival.

äě;TNHJXNSYMJ9NRJTK5FSIJRNHĜǣȑɚɐȋɚǛǢǶƺǦǜǘǢࡋ

influenced one another. Eventually, the partners held exhibitions in their
respective offline venues, and while the participants were once again unable
to visit each other directly, the response was strong as an exchange project.
The efforts of the coordinators were also incredible.
“Voices in the Time of Pandemic” was another online endeavor in which we
contacted previously participating artists in the Asia Series and Transfield
from Asia, asking t hem to contribute a video conveying t heir present

ǳǛåӰؗǢęȉȟȉéȞɑÿȡĚ
ęȯɐɚȠȼȊÿɒȰĚࠏӒȉÿȭȊȠȯǟ

circumstances. Notwithstanding the sudden nature of the request, we were

ǇǜǟǇǑåࢍԀǟƾǅǿȉÿȯǢຍՑǀƶǿǜݮƼǓǓǵǛǍæ

We thought that there was meaning in holding the festival in that it would

৯ȆƿǅåǑȀǒȀǢ܀६ȆѸઍǛொƼǚǶǽƺֶӷǛǋǓæ؇ǞɑȖ

able to hear the contributors’ sincere voices and performances that brought

äǑǇǛޢǢȭÿɅǟǣę੬ઍ༦ǝǇǬݵǃìĚȆڬǆǲǋǓæઽǢЯ

become a n oppor t u n it y to exa m i ne t he va r ious dest i nat ions for ou r

ȏȠȯǔǗǓǟǶƿƿȃǽǎåԊƿǋƸüǢঔጫǞ৯ǸҚ੦ȆǃǇǜ

back memories. This, the aforementioned BIPAM project, and the Teater

imaginations while we were so physically restricted from moving.

ǀǛǁǲǋǓæǇȀǜੁ࣫Ǣ'.5&2ǜǢܵ༅åǑǋǚȏȒɅȯɐǢ߭ോ

గǀǋǃড়܅ǉȀǿǞƿå੬ઍ༦ǀǉǲǊǲǞଲଜȆۮǘǅǿԀ

To make the festival a reality, there were two concrete direction we

ǜǞǿǇǜǟåԘ߄ǍǿШתǀƶǿǜݮƼǲǋǓæ

examined. The first was to explore ways to actually gather together while

äࡽ܀Ǭ݁ǅåٸઽளǟଂǿǭǁො݁ǀǘƶǾǲǋǓæǦǜǘǣå
ęไĚ

avoiding clusters and keeping the risk of infection in check. This includes

ȆകǅցਪɑȠȖȆ໗ƼǘǘɑȉɒǛ࣑ǲǿොෞȆଂǿǇǜæǇȀǣå

such measures as reducing the number of seats in a theatre and inventing

ॣۅǛ৽Ȇ۽ǽǍǜƸǗǓિߵƿǽåҿԝǛઽ۶Ǎǿ߭ോǢૅڦ
ࡦઽȆ๛ǍǿǇǜǲǛ֩ǳǲǍæǶƺǦǜǘǣåȮȟȦɒȫÿɒǢӓಂ

formats for a performance work that is experienced outdoors. The other was
exploring the potential of digital tools. This means video streaming as well
as endeavoring to create and watch works online. We asked the individual

ǣåޢǍǭǚȑɚɐȋɚǟǞǾǲǋǓǀåܵߜޒ༅ֻ٩ȉȟȉȢɚȦÿ

Ekamatra productions were all online, but represented a fresh achievement
within the framework of “transfield” that was supported by a grant from the
Japan Foundation Asia Center.

ǢऎৡȆࢰǅǓęȯɐɚȠȼȊÿɒȰĚǜƸƺཽਖ਼ǳǢঌǓǞৡӛǛǋǓæ
On other hand, the year’s haul also included productions performed in

äпොå߭ॣۅോǟǶࢸԼǀƶǾǲǋǓæɉɉɚȓéȚɚȾɓȪȖȠěȃ

theatres. Momonga Complex’s “We assemble together” was a monumental
work that we might call an opera for the age of social distancing, set up so

ǓǋǓǕǣåǑȁǗǚƸǿæĜǣȤÿȞɊɒéȮȊȠȦɚȞɚȗ࡛ǢȑɁ

that it could be viewed in two different ways: as a performance experienced

ৠȆଂǿǇǜæѸઍಠঃǸȍȎȽड़ǛǢ߭ƾǼǧ֠ॕઽ۶ȆࡋǍǇǜ

ar t ists to consider proact ive changes and measu res accord ing to t he

ɐǜǛǶ܉Ǫǭǁ߭ǛåॣۅǟಠଣǉȀǓȸȼȐÿɅÿǢȽÿȠǢ

in person while moving freely among the performers’ booths arranged inside

ǛǍæ܇üǢȉÿȭȊȠȯǈǜǟå६ؾǟүǌǓْளǞධݚǸિߵȆå

circumstances, and even come up with several alternative plans.

֡ȆࡦຬǟԂະǋǚઽ۶ǍǿɑȉɒǢड़ҚǜåංǢȒɈɐȆǾેƼǞ

a theatre; and as a live stream switching between multiple cameras, and

Ⱦɐɚ'åȾɐɚ(ƶǓǾǲǛࡈຉǟȀۤఋǋǚƸǁǲǋǓæ

Two of the artists we had intended to invite from Asia decided from a
compa rat ively ea rly stage t hat t hey wou ld not t ravel to Japa n. Si nce

ǀǽ࡛֡ګǲǛۮǏǿɐȋȽಠঃǢȸȦÿɚǢ֠ॕොෞǀ໊ШǉȀ

showing even the intermissions. The artist team was remarkably proactive
about creating this irregular format and, in terms of the results, both proved

ǲǋǓæȉÿȭȊȠȯȨÿɇǣǇǢȋɓȕɌɐÿǞڦȆ৫ǳࣩǍǢǟْǵ

extremely accomplished endeavors. As the title suggests, the production was

äȉȟȉۜǛमៗຶகǔǗǓਖ਼ǢȉÿȭȊȠȯǣåഉՀளੲƸ࡛Ǜ

Si n gapore’s Teater E ka m at r a had or i g i na l ly pla n ned a work w it h a

ǚْளǛåېӛǜǋǚǝǕǽǶഖ०ǟࣕࡽǋǓࡋǳǟǞǾǲǋǓæȦȋ

a response to the question of whether people are still able to gather together

ݳȆଔǋǲǋǓæȞɚȓɄÿɒǢȭȉȦÿéȏȒɅȯɐǣåंڼӷ

multinational cast, the travel ban meant people were unable even to meet up,

ȯɒǀࡣǍǼƺǟåܢƸǟॽȀވƺǇǜǢǛǁǞƸޢǢ६ؾӋǛåǑ

during the situation in 2020, when we could not come into contact with

ǋǚƸǓ߭ോǀમޒਅǢȔɊȠȯǔǗǓǓǵåݳٟ࠼ǜǞǿǜ࣑ǲǿ

and so the company changed to another work. Teater Ekamatra’s latest work
at the point in March when its run was canceled just before the premiere,

ȀǛǶঢǀ࣑ƼǿǢƿǜƸƺƸǬǢåǦǜǘǢԂఃǔǗǓǜƸƼǲǍæ

others.
Takuya Murakawa’s “Moonlight” was a documentary theatre work, revived

ǇǜǍǽǛǁǎåණ߭ോǟධݚǋǲǋǓæ
ě'JWFPĜǣۓǢ࡛ǛǢഃǽ

“Berak” was instead quickly filmed by the company and edited for showing at

äફਡૢຄěɇÿɚɐȋȯĜǣȰȔɌɈɚȦɑÿளǞࢥෞȆ໊ƸǓ߭ോǛå

three years after its premiere in Kyoto in 2017. The actual life of an elderly

Ǣ߆ঌ߭ǛåंౣੁǛଳ࠼ǜǞǗǓ൲Ȇ؇Ѹઍǟࢸུǋå+9

F/T. When adapting the production for filming, a unique form of expression

ǢاǛǢंҚƿǽܨǢ߅ҚǛǋǓæƶǿಠǢଘৠǢࡽ

man was related onstage through a conversation between the man and

ǟ݁ǅǚඳ࣑ǋջৡǉǏǓǶǢǛǍæѸઍӌǟߜǋǚå୷०Ǣड़ҚǢז

emerged that was supported by a theatrical imagination and was distinct

ঢ৫ǀåนঢǜફਡǜǢિླྀȆ୷ǋǚ൲ड़ǛܯǽȀǚƸǃǢǛǍǀå

Murakawa, bringing out its power as a true story and the cruelty of time, yet

ུǜǶѸӷǢෞǜǶЮǞǿåҚۅளǞ੬ઍ༦ǟ࠶ƼǽȀǓయపǢാ

from the grammar of both a film and a regular filmed stage performance,
thus becoming a new achievement of the company’s signature “transcreation”

ࡽླྀǺƼǢȏȻȤÿȰǢضǉǜ࡛Ǣ༅ȀǢࠡޔǉǀൣƿǧड़ǀǿǜఘ

his intimacy with music, even as an amateur, simultaneously giving the
audience a renewed realization of just how rich human life can become

܀ǀ৫ǲȀå
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approach. The short documentary Teater Ekamatra produced was also a

࡛ǟåȾɔǛǣǞǃǜǶࡦǽҚ੦ǋåӊՇǟছǋǴǇǜǀåঢǧǜǢঢ৫

t ha n ks to a r t . The onst age music recit a ls were per for med by Tok yo
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valuable resource providing insights into the members of the company’s

ȆǝȀǯǝ෪ƿǟǍǿƿå֜ǣ߅౬ǉǏǽȀǓǣǎǛǍæ൲ǟ

residents of varying ages, all members of a local piano school and who,

ؾӋǛǢɈɚȷÿǢ࠴ݮǀȃƿǿࣞחǞࡎ༘ǛǋǓæ

thoughts during these circumstances.

ǣåبƿǽঢǲǛå௵اǢȻȉȵࡷؼǢॉӿǛ࣑ǲǗǓ௵ࣔߞاǢ

having been deprived of their chance to hold a regular recital this year, gave

ä֥ޒǢȔɇéȟɎɚǣå߱ǟઢǁवйࢹǜਖ਼ȇǛঌ߭Ȇड़ҚຶகǛ

South Korea’s Kim Jeong had planned to stage a new work with Shu Matsui,
following their partnership last year, but the production was changed from a

ොüǶࣩҚǋǲǋǓæǑǢොǓǕǶޢҚ੦ԀǢԀȆȃȀǚƸǓǓ
ǳǞǂ

per formances replete with zeal and joy. I n comparison with Momonga
Complex’s, the use of the theatre space was far more orthodox, and the

ǋǓǀåѸઍಠঃǟǾેƼǲǋǓæȔɇǢஞЙǋǓȠȯɑɚȰɀɑě๏

live performance to a video streaming. Written by Matsui and based on

ǵǟåҚ੦ǟШޟǳǜֹǧǀᔉǗǚƸǲǋǓæɉɉɚȓéȚɚȾɓȪȖ

audience seating was heavily reduced for the performance, and yet we felt

ǢۅĜȆ۹߭ǟवйǀऊǁӋȁǋǓěকǢำǗȉȴɉȴĜǣåকǢ๗Ȇ

St r i ndberg’s “A Drea m Play,” as proposed by K i m, “ Div i ne Daughter

ȠǜഉǭǿǜْǵǚȑÿȤȰȪȖȠǞॣۅǢࠥƸොǢ߭ോǛå৽Ȇ

very fortunate that the state of infections had somewhat changed for the

Anemone” was the story of a self-proclaimed daughter of a god, who has to

ൾǟ۽ǽǋǚǢड़ҚǛǋǓǀåցਪǢ६ؾǀǸǸ݆ேǋåƸǃǽƿ৽

better, and we were able to add more seats and show the work to as many

ࡦॅǍǿࢢঢܻǀåȚɔȱӡȆǶ࠴ȃǏǿঢ֡ৗԓȆȜȷȋȷɒǍǿඉ
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ȔɎɚȕȰ

survive in a human world that is reminiscent of the coronavirus pandemic.
This was a collaboration made possible because of the dependability of Kim

֥ޒǢȔɊȠȯéȠȦȪȼǟǼǗǚاఢǢॣۅǛࠀѷǉȀǓѸઍǣȠ

and Matsu i. Filmed by a Korean cast and crew at a t heat re i n Suwon,

ȘÿɒǀǁǃåȏȴɒȕÿǟǕǓ൲ड़ǢҚפéҚࣩǜåШளǟ

Gyeonggi Province, the video felt large in scale, a moving work in which the
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Japan and, together with four Japanese dancers, created as planned the

contrast of the highly energetic onstage acting and directing with the
intentionally shown empty auditorium seemed to symbolize 2020. It was
wonder ful to achieve an inter national co-production wit h Gyeonggido

ǋǚंǢຶகǼǾǶમǃǢොǟۮǚǶǽƺǇǜǀǛǁǓǢǣݍѰǛǋ
Ǔæ

people as we could.
This year, we once again had two productions held in and around the city.
Following its success at the 2019 festival, “Pop-up Riso Zine Studio” by Hand

äǲǕǞƿǛǣǘǢȾɔȗɐɇȆ߱ƿǽ ڶઢǋǚࡽ࠹ǋǲǋǓæ
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Saw Press was a print studio that was held this year in two shops in the
Otsuka area of Tokyo and, in order to avoid clusters, also appeared at parks
and other locations as a truck with printing equipment, and further, in

ܼǋǓę܅ׇ֡கǢш߽ःĚǢǛåǢூලȆ؛ǟǋǘǘåไ

partnership with libraries around Toshima and bookstores all over the

With these two productions, we were able to prepare subtitles in multiple

ȆകǅǿǓǵш߽ȆǢǏǓȯɐȪȖǛܻґǞǝǟࣩǋǲǋǓæǲǓ

country, we received manuscripts submitted by members of the public and

languages for the streaming, allowing them also to reach viewers outside

෪௰ٯǢऊ֦ǸޒԳଜǢऊூǜǶབྷڭǋå۹ݧȆෆ࣑ǋǓǾջ

Theater Company in the exceptional form of a video streaming.

Japan, and ensuring they become assets that last.
One artist from overseas, Fabien Prioville, was miraculously able to come to

ৡǋǓ?.3*ȆಠӜǋǓǾǜå߱ǼǾƸǗǑƺݎƸܵ༅ǢȴȪȯɖÿȖ
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displayed the completed zines, in this way accomplishing a network for even
more extensive exchange. This project proved an important opportunity for
the festival, brimming with the expressive urges, ideas, and techniques of
people who are not necessarily “artists,” and as an opportunity for
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encountering people other than those who go to the theatre, and as an
opportunity for building nodes with public facilities and bookstores, once
again achieved great success.
Also returning after its appearance last year, “Roaming Shopping Street

äǶƺǦǜǘ߱ƿǽڶઢǋǓěЯగࣤߖझூԦĜǣå
ĕǲǰȁǋඳĖǜ

Festival” acquired a new subtitle-“Phantom Edition”-and drastically changed

શǗǚåǁǃૅڦȆධƼǲǋǓæǲǕǞƿǛǢȸɓÿȰǸঢ়Ǣ࣑

for m at . T h is is bec au se it was jud ged d i f f ic u lt t o hold a pa r ade or
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performance with large numbers of people in the streets. The four members
of Sceno-ha each formed their own teams and proceeded with separate
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projects taking their cue from the idea of “scenes,” and resulting in a

ༀؼՅՅ൵ȼɐɚȠՅәણæఘՅђߞՅଳåɀȘȪȯǢࠓׇܨ߭ോ

Graduating with a degree in French literature from Rikkyo University, Kaku

ǣɑȉɒǛåǘǣȑɚɐȋɚǛઽ۶ǛǁǿංވளǞȾɔȗɐɇǜǞǾǲ

compositive set of projects, two of which could be experienced offline and

Ȇ۩؏éบຐǍǿƿǓȃǽåࡗศȑɁɓÿȦÿåड़ҚนǢบຐǜǋǚҚۅǟ

Nagashima began to research and translate the later prose of Samuel Beckett
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two online. “The Journey to a Journey to a Journey” by the Itaru Sugiyama

֣ȃǿæǑǢܨåౣนǟƾǅǿȰɐɅȯȌɒȖǢઁඋǅǜǋǚåǉǲǊǲǞҚࣩӗ

during his graduate studies while also working as a performance surtitles

team put forty-eight scenes from Toshima by six “travelers” onto cards and

ǸঋൖӗǢ߭ോǟࠏӒæࢢǞॣۅԝǛǢ߭ോéȾɔȟȎȖȯǟęȉȯɓȍȠӗĚȞ

was designed so that someone could experience the project by walking

ɑÿȡå
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operator and script translator. A pioneering dramaturge in Japan, he has
worked with a wide range of directors and choreographers in that capacity.
His major credits for projects and productions at non-theatre venues include

around the city even alone, freely making their own route. The Ayami Sasaki

ɒȰĚ
čؽӓຄĸȧɚȜÿȡĎå
ěŌčǸǌǿǋĎĜ
čǉƸǓǲȯɑȏɚȱÿɓ
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team’s “A Festival by Everyone” set up photo stand-in boards at various

ĂǉƸǓǲߖ࣪ۂߜޒĎå
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places around the neighborhood of Otsuka, creating a comic gimmick that
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passersby young and old simply couldn’t help but try out. “Roofing the Roof

“YAJIRUSHI” (Saitama Triennale 2016), and “Community and Theatre Skill

ǼǾęȾɐɚȲɚȗȨÿɇĚɈɚȷÿæ௵اᣐ࣪ՅӊՇ֏شઓәప౩

with a Roof” by the Ryo Sakamoto team installed the stage design of a living

Exchange” (Toyohashi Arts Theatre PLAT). He was appointed director of

ࢳؼæ

Festival/Tokyo in 2018. He is also a member of the Planning Team for Tokyo
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room, as if floating in space, on the roof of a building in Minami-Nagasaki,

Ȇࠀѷǋåඣ߈ளǞౣ०ǢǞƿǢȏȉɄȘȪȯǢǼƺǞ࡛֡Ȇ৫ǳࣩǋ

and then filmed this, forming a kind of temporal air pocket within our

ǲǋǓæଳફຠഡȨÿɇęளȱɒಠĚǣଠ્นǢࣔঢǬǢࢣߟ

t rapped ever yday l ives. Based on i nter views w it h I kebu k u ro Honcho
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(both for Tokyo Artpoint Project), “The World” (Kakuya Ohashi and Dancers),

Festival since 2018 and a special invited professor at the Department of
Musical Creativity and the Environment, Tokyo University of the Arts.

residents, t he Tomom i Na ka mu ra tea m’s “ Diora m ic Scenes” created
slideshows and a short film with miniature stage sets, which was then shown
online for a limited period of time like a phantom festival. Experiencing

ޢԘ߄ǛǁǞƿǗǓǉǲǊǲǞଜлǢȋɀɚȯǬ੬ƸȆଧǏǘǘå

these projects gleaned thoughts on various events in the area that could not

НހǬǢؽǋǜǞǿǼƺǞ৸ƿǞ࡛֡ȆӰǈǍǇǜǀǛǁǓǢǛ

be held this year, and brought about a quiet time that formed a bridge to

ǣǞƸƿǜ࠴ƸǲǍæ

the “House of Atreus” series and Kaku Nagashima’s How-To-Make-Laboratory

next year and beyond.
The Research Program’s Artist Pit welcomed Kaori Nishio as facilitator and a
total seven participants as well as two guest lecturers, whose wide-ranging

Ӟވਜӑ
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discussions on group dynamics and the sustainability of their activities were

൱ઑຉഡ࣪ՅઓڦՅ൵ֻȮȝȋɚՅәણæۅড়߭ǜǋǚåঌܻ߭Қå

A graduate of Musashino Art University’s Department of Science of Design,

conducted entirely online. While there was no doubt frustration at being

ޒȫȉÿåԑԝحఘৰ߭Ȇଁæֶӷৰ߭Ԁࢍٗ๎åȼɑÿɐɚȠȆڵǚå

Ch i ka Kawa i oversees prem ieres, domest ic tou rs, a nd i nter nat iona l

unable to meet face to face, this approach had the merit that artists based

 ǟ 354 ෞঢȉÿȯȴȪȯɖÿȖéȟɊȸɚč&3/Ďࢍåਡߩ࠱ȉÿ

co-productions. After experience working for a production company and as a

overseas could also participate. Similarly, the “Festival Update” symposium

ȯȢɚȦÿࣹചࡷǟಠટæঌ߭ȖɑȏÿȞɎɚåԑԝमៗå࢞ࢥȉÿȭȊȠȯ

ƺǀåԑԝƿǽǶࠏӒǛǁǿǞǝǶƶǾǲǋǓæఘໆǟȞɚɄȟȍɇ

was held completely online with festival directors from Singapore, Tunis, and

࠶ҘȾɔȗɐɇǢڼȆଁæ åȼȎȠȭȊȷɒ  ȯÿȔɎÿࡽݵФъ
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Manchester, and proved a valuable opportunity for exchanging information.

Ԁࡓ๎ِಠટæౣนȆ֩ǴȉȟȉǢ࢞ࢥȉÿȭȊȠȯȆિ॔ǜǋǓܻෆȾɔȗ

The Directors’ Lounge talks that got started ahead of the festival featured a

ɐɇǸåԑԝحఘৰ߭߭ോȆଁæ ǼǾർȮȊɓȖȦÿæ ǼǾå

series of rewarding conversations with guests, not to mention also serving to

ǿǇǜǀǛǁåࣞחǞ१ිܵքǢԀǜǞǾǲǋǓæԀׇǟਛٵǅࡽ࠹
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increase our experience with streaming events. From the Education &

ౣนՅ࣪ۂՅ൵ҚۅՅәഖ०ٗ࠲ݷæ

ǋǓȯÿȖęȮȊɓȖȦÿȡéɐȍɚȟĚǶåșȠȯǜǢࣕࡽǋǓિླྀǣǶǕ

Outreach Program, Dialogue Next combined both online and in-person

ȁȇǢǇǜåಠঃǢڵ۶ଚȆड़ǆǿǢǟǶຍༀǕǲǋǓæؼмൢȾɔ

approaches, allowing it to operate more f lexibly than last year, such as

ä۩؏ԘȾɔȗɐɇęȉÿȭȊȠȯéȻȪȯĚǣৱഛӑॺȆȼȈȞɑȭÿ
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avoiding the impact of typhoons. The participating students seemed starved
initiative going. We were, however, forced to scale down the internships but

Ǔ൵උǶƶǾǲǋǓæࠏӒՅ৫ǓǕǶܵ༅ǢԀǟכƼǚƸǓǼƺǛå

believe being able to experience these difficult circumstances together will

ǇǢǼƺǞཽਖ਼ǳȆଳ࠼ǟǏǎа࡚Ǎǿਈ౩ȆցǌǲǋǓæȋɚȦÿɚ

definitely bear fruit in the future.

anticipated. Though we are still very much finding our way, holding events
online has immense possibilities for accessibility different from theatres and

ǲǛऊƸǚǁǓ୷Ǿåຶ੬Ȇ໓ƿǟड़ԂǿࢸԼǀƶǾǲǋǓæǲǔǲǔ

using the F/T remote online venue that was set up this year as a stepping

international co-productions and open-call programs aimed at young artists
in Japan and the rest of Asia. She became vice director of Festival/Tokyo in
2015 and then co-director in 2018. She is a member of the Planning Team for
Tokyo Festival since 2018 and also an adjunct instructor teaching theatre
courses at Nihon University’s College of Art.

has abated. On the other hand, we felt keenly the informative abundance and
irreplaceable value of actually going to a place and experiencing things face

ǟǋǚåցਪीࣃઘܨǶǲǍǲǍՕ໊ǍǭǁǜݮƼǲǍæǲǓпොǛå

to face. While prioritizing safety, we must not let go of opportunities to meet

܀ଜǟજȆѰȇǛǢઽ۶Ǣ१ි༣Ǣ෪ƿǉåƿǅǀƼǢǞǉǶ୶ցǍ

in person and the means for ensuring this are certain to yield new creativity
in the coronavirus age.
A festival is also a platform for different kinds of exchange, constantly

ǽǞƸǋåǑǢǓǵǢ݊൘ǇǑǀցਪीǢ࡛ǟƾǅǿঌǓǞ߭Ǣ༟

functioning not only during the period it is held but also throughout its

ǜǞǿǣǎǛǍæ

preparation and after it has finished. And here a wide range of participants

äȼȎȠȭȊȷɒǣԀׇଳǢǳǞǽǎåࣹചǸඣศܨǢ࡛֡Ƕ୷ǋǚ०

and partners, from the Japanese and international artists to the audiences,
team of staff, volunteers, locals, specialists, and government officials, are
involved with the festival at various points in time. That we were able to

ԝǢȉÿȭȊȠȯƿǽ֜åȠȦȪȼåȜɄÿȦÿåǲǕǢොüåਟຂӗå

maintain this exchange platform trouble-free in 2020 was the result of the

ৢݵǢॻъǲǛåǉǲǊǲǞࠏӒéد༦ǀåǉǲǊǲǞȦȋɆɚȗǛ

measu res t horough ly car r ied out by ou r tech n ical d irector and ot her

֣ȃǗǚƸǲǍæޢǇǢܵ༅ǢȾɐȪȯȼȐÿɇǀȯɐȽɒǞǃа࡚Ǜ

members of staff, and the efforts and imaginations of everyone involved with
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Executive Committee Secretariat in 2012. She has since been involved with

stone, we should increasingly utilize such means even after the pandemic
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support program for young artists. She transferred to the Festival/Tokyo

In general, it was a year in which we had to undertake atypical challenges
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supervised newly commissioned work, visiting overseas productions, and a

but , as we h ave i nd icated above, t he resu lt s were fa r g reater t ha n
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par t of t he team organ izi ng t he open i ng of Kawasak i A r t Center. She

of such chances to interact and we felt a responsibility to keep this kind of
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freelancer, she joined NPO Arts Network Japan (NPO-ANJ) in 2007 and was

the festival, and the upshot of continuing to hope and anticipate that we
could somehow meet even under these circumstances.
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Kaku Nagashima, Director
Chika Kawai, Co-Director
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Exploring a theme of “Whither Imaginations?” and centering on superb
productions of the contemporary performing arts from both in and
outside Japan, Festival/Tokyo 2020 was programmed across three main
areas: performances and streaming, education and outreach, and
research. In response to the coronavirus pandemic, the festival set up a
new on l i ne venue cal led F/T remote, wh i le also ensu r i ng social
distancing at its venues where events were held in-person.
In the Performance and Streaming Program, we were not able to
invite companies from overseas to bring their productions to Japan for
in-person performances at theatre venues like usual. The festival faced
a great challenge in terms of how to create new work with partners
outside Japan and how to proceed with projects. As such, performances
were filmed, edited, and streamed online with subtitles. Exhibitions
were held in partners’ respective locations after a process of online
communication. A dance work was experienced by audiences in virtual
reality. These efforts could achieve international exchange through
choices that we didn’ t have before. For one production by Japanese
artists held around Toshima ward, we staged it in both online and
offline formats. By launching a special website for the production,
streaming video works created from research, and having audiences
wa l k a rou nd t he d ist r ict usi ng maps a nd a website, t he fest iva l
presented new approaches to “cutting out” the landscape. Another
production was held over several weeks from a main base in a shopping
street in Toshima, alongside off-site excursions by truck to libraries
and parks in Toshima as well as bookstores around the country. In this
way, we were able to expand our infrastructure for participating in the
festival nationwide while retaining our base in Tokyo. For productions
performed at theatre venues, they were streamed live or staged in such
a way so as to take advantage of the necessity for social distancing,
while a video of a talk about a different performance was streamed in
parallel with the staging of the artist’ s production to showcase his
other work.
In the Education & Outreach Program, the student internships and
Dialogue Next moved online for their training course and discussion
segments. The Volunteer Supporters program was held this year at a
reduced level. Even though things were organized in different ways, by
continuing to offer the program, we were able to keep the door open to
participation in the festival.
The Research Program comprised the Directors’ Lounge talks and the
Festival Update symposium. Both were held online, the symposium
streaming live with interpretation from the festival office and locations
in three other countries to viewers (for a fee). Launched at last year’s
festival, Artist Pit was also held this time entirely online, which meant
that artists based overseas could take part.
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1. Measures in Place at Venues
(1) Venues were cleaned and sterilized. Ventilation was improved.
Efforts were made to maintain hygiene in the venues.
(2) For outdoor events, t he nu mber of at tendees was l i m ited as
appropriate to the area to avoid clusters, and equipment or items
that may come into contact with people were regularly disinfected.
2. Measures in Place for Members of Staff and Performers
(1) Face masks and shields as well as gloves were worn. Anti-droplet
panels were installed at places where face-to-face contact with
audiences was required, such as the box office desks.
(2) Sharing of equipment was minimized as much as possible. For items
where sharing was unavoidable, sterilization was carried out at
regular intervals.
(3) For events in the main program, the technical director oversaw the
availability of sterilization equipment, and zoning in the backstage
a rea a nd d ressi ng rooms. A sepa rate tea m f rom t he reg u la r
operations team carried out the disinfecting duties.
(4) For events in the main program, the performers and members of
staff who had contact with performers not wearing masks received
PCR tests in advance.
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Main Measures:
(1) All members of staff, performers, and visitors/attendees had their
temperatures checked at the entrance to festival venues, disinfected
their hands, and wore masks inside the venues.
(2) In the following cases, people were asked to refrain from carrying
out their duties or watching/participating in events:
- If they had a temperature of 37.5 degrees Celsius or above, and/or
were exhibiting signs of a cough, sore throat, or headache.
- If they had close contact with people who have tested positive for the
coronavirus.
- If they had traveled to/from a country/region within the past two
weeks that the Japanese government had either restricted entry from
or announced that those entering Japan from the country should have
a period of self-isolation, or had close contact with someone residing
in such a country/region.
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Coronav i r us measu res were for mu lated across t h ree key a reas
(requests to audiences, measures in the venues, and measures in place
for members of staff and performances) and carried out across the
period of t he festival, includ ing t he creative development stage.
I nter na l g u idel i nes were for ma l ly est abl ished , a nd t he of f icia l
guidelines and policies at each venue were followed strictly at all times.

3. Measures in Place for Visitors/Attendees
(1) Audiences were asked to maintain social distancing and to refrain
from talking inside the venues.
(2) In case of infection, audiences were asked to provide personal
information to facilitate tracing.
(3) Pamph lets and quest ion nai res were not d ist r ibuted by hand.
Audiences instead accessed questionnaires through a QR code.
(4) Face-to-face meetings or gifts for performers were not allowed.
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Roaming Shopping Street Festival: Phantom Edition

Pop-up Riso Zine Studio
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Rendez-Vous Otsuka South & North
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Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

モモンガ・コンプレックス
『わたしたちは、そろっている。』『ムーンライト』

シアター
イースト
ϱࢦࣟޘӨƴƲǃƍ൵

Sat Sun

18:00 15:00

東京
芸術劇場

①13:00 − 14:00
②15:30 − 16:30
③18:00 − 19:00

シアター
ウエスト

①12:00 − 13:00
②14:30 − 15:30
③17:00 − 18:00

F/T × BIPAM 交流プロジェクト
『The City & The City: Divided Senses』

火木＝15:00 − 20:30（20:00 最終受付）
土日祝＝11: 00 −19:00
※ガリ版印刷発信基地のオープン時間です。
※10/16（金）＝14:00−19:00

ガリ版印刷
『とびだせ！ガリ版印刷発信基地』
発信基地
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Divine Daughter Anemone

We assemble together

Moonlight

ZINE スタンド
ガリ版
印刷
発信基地
『とびだせ！ガリ版印刷発信基地』
（出張）
Pop-up
印刷トラック

ファビアン・プリオヴィル・ダンス・カンパニー『Rendez-Vous Otsuka South & North』 土日祝＝12:00 − 17:00

トランパル
大塚

大塚
エリア

ǱȒȜǢǾǌÁȔǲIURPǋǡǋ

ǱȒȜǢǾǌÁȔǲIURPǋǡǋ

星野リゾート
OMO5

ファビアン・プリオヴィル・ダンス・カンパニー『Rendez-Vous Otsuka South & North』 火木＝14:00 − 19:00

東京大塚

ǱȒȜǢǾǌÁȔǲIURPǋǡǋ
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Voices in the Time of Pandemic

『移動祝祭商店街

南大塚三丁目

まぼろし編』

エリア

Transfield from Asia,
F/T + BIPAM Exchange Project
The City & The City: Divided Senses

豊島区内商店街

『移動祝祭商店街

まぼろし編』

豊島区内各所

モモンガ・コンプレックス
『わたしたちは、そろっている。』

13:00 − 19:00

12:00 − 18:00

『神の末っ子アネモネ』

有料
ϾതׅȀȖǙȒȉ

בګӚಔȀȖǙȒȉ

בګӚಔȀȖǙȒȉ
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Education & Outreach
Dialogue Next

ƠƒഴગޘࢬڄǈƴƗƠƁƝ®

Research
Artist Pit
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Symposium: Festival Update
Why hold a performing arts festival “in the city”?
(And how to hold it even in a time of pandemic?)

F/T
remote
（オンライン会場）
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『移動祝祭商店街
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（Sun）
10.7
（Wed）- 10.11
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会場：座・高円寺1
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Seinendan
Winner of the 7th Amagasaki City Chikamatsu Award

A Day in the Life of Tokusaburo Umadome

テアター・エカマトラ『Berak』

公演回数：7回 来場：860名

無料

まぼろし編』

無料配信プログラム

ZA-KOENJI 1
Performances: 7
Audience: 860

シンポジウム
19:00 −21:30
※10/22（木）−11/15（日）アーカイブ配信あり

Written by Sanae Takayama, Directed by Oriza Hirata
ࢢ߄ê
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10.16
（Fri）- 11.15
（Sun）
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F/T remote
（オンライン会場） 来場：計22,568名

7TTKNSLYMJ7TTK\NYMF7TTK

特設ウェブサイト、豊島区内商店街、豊島区内各所、

Roaming Shopping Street Festival: Phantom Edition

Online (special Phantom Edition website),

Project Design: ŁSceno-ha

Toshima shopping streets, other locations around Toshima,
F/T remote (available online) Audience: 22,568

äߣน༢ǣȚɔȱӡǛȚɆɌȲȘÿȞɎɚǢڦǀධӌǍǿ६ؾȆఎǲ

Thinking about how communication is shifting during the pandemic, Ryo

Ƽå߭ോǜ֠ॕȆېǧǘǅǿঌǓǞാ܀ȆۤఋǋǓæൢଗǣঢǀ

Sakamoto conceived a new kind of stage design that connects viewers with a
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ordinarily inaccessible to people, an actor performed scenes from everyday
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life: family conversations, silly party talk, relaxing in bed. This filmed
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performance ended with an image of the audience sitting in the seats,

֜ǢǀѸǋࣩǉȀåड़ҚȆ֜ǿĂ֜ǽȀǿǘǢࡈǀܵǋǓæ
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performance. Temporarily setting up a stage and audience seating on a roof

intersecting the twin perspectives of viewing and being viewed. Changes in
the Minami-Nagasaki neighborhood, as shot from a fixed point on the roof,
were also shown on the website along with quotations from philosophy

ǿஸՅऊǢэ໊ǜǜǶǟߛڬǋǓæౣüۮւȀǓ൸گǣભǢࡈǸ

r e l a t e d t o t h e t h e m e o f “s c e n e s .” M e d i a t e d t h r o u g h t h e wo r d s o r

܃ȆӿǍǇǜǛǲǗǓǃঌǋƸॼگǟධȃǿǇǜȆஞࡣǋǓæ

perspectives of others, the familiar landscape transformed into something
entirely new.
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A Festival by Everyone
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Ayami Sasaki conducted interviews about festivals with local residents in
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Minami-Otsuka, a district where various cultures, languages, and religions
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“Roaming Shopping Street Festival” returned with its outdoor performances

୷ຐȆȀǓæ֠ॕǣǇǢѸઍȆۮǿǓǵǟౕǢझூԦǬࣩශ

international medium of communication. To watch these videos, viewers

based on research into local shopping streets. I n response to how the

ǁåԳःǟଣǉȀǓęִȶɈȸȴɒĚȆࣽǿæȸȴɒǟࡦඋǢִȆǣǵ

walked around the shopping streets of Minami-Otsuka to find a series of

coronavirus pandemic was preventing us from coming together in large

ȠɅÿȯȼȐɚǛࠀѷǍǿǜåǑǇǟൖǉȀǓ67ȚÿȰǢɑɚȖƿǽѸઍ

numbers, four stage designers- Itaru Sugiyama, Ryo Sakamoto, Ayami
Sasaki, and Tomomi Nakamura-envisioned various projects inspired by the

ǀ߅৫ǉȀǓæǇǢࢥෞǢঌּৠǜౕǢԦǢໆȆொƼǿѸઍƿ

idea of doing things alone. These unfolded across an online platform and
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shopping streets in Toshima ward as films, slideshows, and neighborhood
walks.

ěЯగࣤߖझூԦäǲǰȁǋඳĜపȍȎȽȜȋȯ

simultaneous interpretation into Esperanto, a language devised as an

photo stand-in boards. When viewers took a photo with their faces sticking
through the board, their phone would read the QR code printed on the board
and open up a website for watching the respective video. From the novelty of
t he approach a nd t he v ideos t hat conveyed t he ma keup of t he
Minami-Otsuka neighborhood, each and every member of the audience was
encouraged to consider: What is a festival?
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Dioramic Scenes

The Journey to a Journey to a Journey
äଳફຠഡǣଠ્นǢଜ۸ࣔ์ǟėࣤߖǸ۹൸گåӰؗǢזӀĘǟ

Tomomi Nakamura conducted questionnaires and research with locals in
Ikebukuro Honcho about their past memories of festivals and the landscape.
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A m id t he rest r ict ions on people gat her i ng toget her i mposed by t he
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pandemic, Itaru Sugiyama took inspiration from a travelogue by the poet
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Masaoka Shiki, and aimed to create something that realized a chain of
journeys where people congregate in a certain place at different times. First,

slideshows using them, and a dioramic view of everything. This presented

six artists each drew eight “scenes” around Toshima in the form of haiku,

ǸٯԳଜǢėگɐȪȖĘǟಠӜæࢪڼǢėگȞÿȯĘȆǓǼǾǟåࠏӒ

sound, or sketches, and these were then uploaded to a special website and to
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sheets,” participants were free to visit the scenes as they wished, and

In this way, the trajectory of someone’s journey induced yet more journeys.
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the very process where the “scenes” within our bodies are born out of the
experience of gazing at a neighborhood from a slight distance, or from
gazing at the past or future.

vicariously experience the journeys taken by the artists. The participants
could then also submit their own scenes, which were shown on the website.

ૼƿǢ༐ǢיਊǀǉǽǞǿ༐ȆຯэǍǿࠢՊǅȆ܀ٸӌǋǓæ

neighborhood as models. On the special website, short videos offered
aud iences a si mu lated ex per ience of creat i ng t hese models a nd si x

ȠȆ୷ǋåઽȆǛǁǿǼƺǞࡔץઽ۶ȆଈඳѸઍǜǋǚܻԘæǲ

“scene racks” located around the ward. Using these forty-eight “scene

From t hese va r iegat ed memor ies, she reconst r uc t ed a n i m ag i n a r y
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intermix. She then shot seven videos in the area based on this, adding

Following its appearance as the opening program of F/T19, Sceno-ha’ s

5MTYTêǶǚȠɑɇ
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In special cooperation with the Ikebukuro Honcho Shopping Streets Association,the Ikebukuro
Honcho Chuo Shopping Streets Association, Association for Cooperation Project of Toshima
Minami-Nagasaki Tokiwaso, Minami-Otsuka Network, Minna no TRAMPAL Otsuka
In cooperation with iTerrace Ochiai-Minaminagasaki, Otsuka Kinen-yu, Harada Funeral Director,
BAR BER Mae, Minami-Otsuka Toden Line Area Association, MM Mart Worldwide Halal Food,
BUNTEN FUDOUSAN Co., Ltd.
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10.16
（Fri）-

11.15
（Sun）

ȮȊɓȖȞɎɚê-FSI8F\5WJXX

Pop-up 印刷トラック（豊島区内各所）

Pop-up Riso Zine Studio

Pop-up ZINEスタンド（豊島区、全国各所）

ガリ版印刷発信基地、ZINEスタンド（豊島区内2箇所）

＜出張トラックスケジュール＞

Pop-up Print Truck Schedule

10/18(日)、10/24(土)、10/25(日)、10/27(火)、10/31(土)、11/1(日)、11/2(月)、
11/3(火・祝)、11/7(土)、11/8(日)、11/10(火)、11/15(日)
IKE・SUNPARK、東京芸術劇場 劇場前広場、上池袋くすのき公園、上り屋敷
公園、豊島区立巣鴨図書館、西巣鴨二丁目公園、トランパル大塚

10/18 (Sun), 10/24 (Sat), 10/25 (Sun), 10/27 (Tue), 10/31 (Sat), 11/1 (Sun),
11/2 (Mon), 11/3 (Tue), 11/7 (Sat), 11/8 (Sun), 11/10 (Tue), 11/15 (Sun)

＜イベントスケジュール＞

Event Schedule

・ドローイング・パフォーマンス
オル太＋コ本や honkbooks
共同企画〈Daily drawing, Daily page vol.35〉
「東京史/詩」
10/24（土）
東京芸術劇場 劇場前広場

Drawing performance with OLTA and honkbooks
10/24 (Sat) Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre (plaza in front of theatre)

19日間開催 来場：計3,360名 作成されたZINEの数：929点

Project Director: ŁHand Saw Press

IKE･SUNPARK, Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre (plaza in front of theatre),
Kami-Ikebukuro Kusunoki Park, Agariyashiki Park, Sugamo Library,
Nishi-Sugamo Nichome Park, TRAM-PAL Otsuka

Riso Zine Studio, Zine Stand (two locations around Toshima),
Pop-up Print Truck (various locations around Toshima),
Pop-up Zine Stand (various locations around Toshima and Japan)
19 days

Visitors: 3,360

Zines made: 929

äૼǶǀࠏӒǛǁǿ?.3*čࢥǙǃǾǢद൵ĎǢ߭ৡǜܵքǢǓ

The Riso Zine Studio is a print studio where anyone can make their own

ǵǢш߽ȠȦȟȑęȓɑ೪ш߽ঃֻଜĚæ).>ȠȦȟȑȆѰѵǍǿ

zine: small-circulation publications produced by individuals or groups.
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Following its successful appearance at the 2019 festival, the studio returned
to F/T, once again overseen by Hand Saw Press, a leading figure in the DIY

äǑǋǚ+9Ǣ?.3*ǙǃǾǣՕగȏɑȉȆݎǆåш߽ǜȠȦɚȰȆ

The project was based in a studio that temporarily took over a vacant store
drop by and try making a zine. By the time the studio closed at the end of
the festival, over 900 zines had been made.
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This year, the project also expanded by dispatching the Pop-up Print Truck
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with printing equipment and a stand to twelve locations around Toshima,

ǋǓæǲǓę5TUZU?.3*ȠȦɚȰĚǣऊ֦åऊூåȉÿȯȠɁÿȠåȒ

including parks, a library, outside a station, and a plaza in front of a theatre.
In these public spaces, zine workshops were held. The Pop-up Zine Stand

ȼȎǞǝ෪௰ ٯɝःǟǣǌǲǾåฉǣࣂ்ƿǽౕǣҼǲǛޒ

appeared at a further thirteen locations around Toshima, including libraries,

 ɝःǟݎǀǾå?.3*Ȇ୷ǌǓܵ༅ȆޒǟԵǍǿǇǜǀǛǁǓæ

bookstores, an art gallery, and a cafe, and fourteen places around Japan from
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Akita in the north of the country and down to Okinawa in the south. In this
way, the process of making and exchanging zines was expanded nationwide.
artists as well as an art project in a park also built more connections to

șȠȯȆۃƼǚǢȯÿȖǞǝǀݵȃȀåȉÿȒȋȽಠঃǶࡽ࠹ǉȀǓæ

zine-making. During the festival, the Pop-up Print Truck was live-streamed
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Live streams
10/24 (Sat), 10/31 (Sat), 11/7 (Sat), 11/15 (Sun)
Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre (plaza in front of theatre), Kami-Ikebukuro
Kusunoki Park, Nishi-Sugamo Nichome Park, TRAM-PAL Otsuka

・ライブ配信『とびだせ！ガリ版印刷発信基地からこんにちは』
10/24(土)、10/31(土)、11/7(土)、11/15(日)
東京芸術劇場 劇場前広場、上池袋くすのき公園、西巣鴨二丁目公園、
トランパル大塚

Joint pop-up with PARK TRUCK
11/1 (Sun), 11/3 (Tue), 11/7 (Sat)
Agariyashiki Park, Kami-Ikebukuro Kusunoki Park,
Nishi-Sugamo Nichome Park

・PARK TRUCKと合同出張
11/1(日)、11/3(火・祝)、11/7(土)
上り屋敷公園、上池袋くすのき公園、西巣鴨二丁目公園

Rerecre art project

・リリクリによるアートプロジェクト
11/8(日)、11/10(火) IKE・SUNPARK

11/8 (Sun), 11/10 (Tue) IKE･SUNPARK

A reading and drawing performance event with other participating F/T

Ԃࡽ࠹ǋǓɐȋȽಠঃǛǣåଳڶਛǢ६ؾǸࠏӒ߭ৡǢ?.3*ॉӿå
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・ガリ版印刷発信基地 x モモンガ・コンプレックス ZINEコラボ企画
モモンガ・コンプレックス 鑑賞ZINEをつくろう！
10/24（土）
、10/25（日）東京芸術劇場 劇場前広場

printing scene in Tokyo.
in a shopping street in the Otsuka area. The studio was open for anyone to

Ǔ?.3*ǣ߆ࣃளǟȆୡƼǓæ

Make a Momonga Complex zine!
10/24 (Sat), 10/25 (Sun) Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre (plaza in front of
theatre)

on four occasions to show remote audiences what was happening at the
locations, to introduce the zines that had been made, and to hold talks with
guests. Archived versions of these streams were also made available on the
F/T website.

＜Pop-up ZINEスタンド 設置場所（豊島区内）＞

Pop-up Zine Stand Locations (Toshima)

コ本や honkbooks、ブックギャラリー ポポタム、東京芸術劇場 １階エスカレー
ター横、MIA MIA、星野リゾート OMO5東京大塚、ジュンク堂書店 池袋本店
１階情報コーナー、豊島区立郷土資料館、豊島区立図書館（中央図書館、巣鴨図
書館、千早図書館、駒込図書館、上池袋図書館、目白図書館）

honkbooks,Book Gallery Popotame,Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre (next
to the ground floor escalator), MIA MIA, Hoshino Resorts OMO5 Tokyo
Otsuka, Junkudo Ikebukuro 1F Information Corner, Toshima History
Museum, libraries in Toshima (Central Library, Sugamo Library, Komagome Library, Chihaya Library, Kami-Ikebukuro Library, Mejiro Library)

＜Pop-up ZINEスタンド 設置場所（全国）＞

Pop-up Zine Stand Locations (nationwide)

のら珈琲（秋田県）
、ビルド・フルーガス（宮城県）
、book cafe 火星の庭（宮城
県）
、はじまりの美術館
（福島県）
、石引パブリック
（石川県）
、千年一日珈琲焙煎
所（茨城県）
、PEOPLE BOOKSTORE（茨城県）
、CRY IN PUBLIC（静岡県）
、
hand saw press Kyoto（京 都 府）
、汽 水 空 港（鳥 取 県）
、な 夕 書（香 川 県）
、art
space tetra
（福岡県）
、鹿児島県 霧島アートの森
（鹿児島県）
、BARRAK
（沖縄県）

Nora Coffee (Akita Prefecture), Birdo Flugas (Miyagi Prefecture), book
cafe Kasei no Niwa (Miyagi Prefecture), Hajimari Art Center (Fukushima
Prefecture), Ishi Biki Public (Ishikawa Prefecture), Sennenichijitsu Coffee
Roastery (Ibaraki Prefecture), PEOPLE BOOKSTORE (Ibaraki Prefecture),
CRY IN PUBLIC (Shizuoka Prefecture), hand saw press Kyoto (Kyoto
Prefecture), Kisui Kuko (Tottori Prefecture), Natasyo (Kagawa Prefecture), art space tetra (Fukuoka Prefecture), Kirishima Open-Air Museum
(Kagoshima Prefecture), BARRAK (Okinawa Prefecture)

Through t hese approaches, t he exchange plat form star ted last year

పණد༦ê੬әՅُ݊աԀࢍ

evolved further and succeeded in jumping out of the local Otsuka area to
reach people around Toshima and all around Japan.
In special cooperation with RISO KAGAKU CORPORATION
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11.2
（Mon）- 11.15
（Sun）

ॗƤƙ߱ǋǶȋǶ

F/T remote
（オンライン会場）

߭êवйࢹåҚࣩêȔɇéȟɎɚ

再生数：408回

公演回数：290回
（17日間） 来場：435名

۹ЙêɏȶɚéȉȍȗȠȯéȠȯɑɚȰɀɑę๏ǢۅĚ

F/T remote (available online)

TRAM-PAL Otsuka,

Views: 408

Rendez-Vous Otsuka South & North

Divine Daughter Anemone

Hoshino Resorts OMO5 Tokyo Otsuka 4F OMO Base

Written by Shu Matsui, Directed by Kim Jeong

fabien prioville dance company
Conceived and Choreographed by Fabien Prioville

Sessions: 290 (17 days) Participants: 435

Adapted from “A Dream Play” by August Strindberg

ȒȜǰȝÁ«ǓǓǭǔ

10.17（Sat）- 11.12
（Thur）

ǞǏǢ¦ǋȜǲ¦ǷÁǢ

5HQGH]9RXV2WVXND6RXWK 1RUWK

トランパル大塚、
星野リゾート OMO5東京大塚 4階 OMOベース

ȼȈȺȉɚéȾɑȑɛȊɒéȧɚȠéȒɚȸȲÿ
ȚɚȢȾȯéঋൖêȼȈȺȉɚéȾɑȑɛȊɒ

äȟɊɚɒǸȾɔĂȉɅǢԭޫȆୡƼå
ൾݎƸཇ੩ǀڭȃǿȚɐɃɓÿ

Known for collaborating across a wide range of ages and for transcending

ȞɎɚȆࡽå٨ǣȭȖȵɔȟÿǜȚɚȭɚɄɐɑÿȧɚȠȆਖ਼ǳވȃǏ

d iscipl i nes a nd t he d iv ision bet ween a mateu r a nd professiona l, t he

Ǔ߭ോǟࢣǾਖ਼ǴঋൖӗȼȈȺȉɚéȾɑȑɛȊɒæ
ě7JSIJ_;TZXĜǣ֜

Shu M at su i ’s f ic t ion s h ave la id ba re hu m a n k i nd a nd so c iet y. A f t er

contemporary dance.

+9ǛാǋǓঌ߭ǀåɏȶɚéȉȍȗȠȯéȠȯɑɚȰɀɑě๏ǢۅĜ

for a fresh collaboration with this new play, freely adapted from August

Ȇ۹ЙǜǋǓঌ߭ěকǢำǗȉȴɉȴĜǛƶǿæ

Strindberg’s “A Dream Play.”

ॕǍǿȠȦȋɒǀపǛƶǿæ ଓǜǞǿ+9ܻҚǛǣåౣนঢȧɚ

of dance filmed in advance at the same venue. For its tenth iteration at F/T,
a newly formed team of four Japanese dancers and a musician created a

äࡦॅċকǢ๗Č
ęȉȴɉȴǕǷȇĚǣƸǘƿঢȆ؈ƾƺǜ࠴ƸǞǀǽঢ֡

successfully joining forces first for “The Farm” at F/T19, the pair reunited

In “Divine Daughter Anemone,” the titular Anemone is a self-proclaimed
daughter of a god who wanders around the human world, contemplating

version of the video-dance installation at two locations near J R Otsuka

ৗԓȆǾශǃæഃऐǣּਊȆטǇǑƺǜǉǲǊǲǞݵగȆǍǿǀּਊ

Station.

ǣטǁǎåࢹТƿǽฟЊƸǉȀǚǋǲƺæ
ęȉȴɉȴǕǷȇĚǀշǁ

a nuisance by the people around her. The tragicomedy that she causes

טǇǍഄֹۅǣޭǍǿ܀ȆѸǋࣩǋå֜ǢউȆضǃໂǉǪǿæ

reflects the turmoil of the present day, and leaves a disquieting effect on the

The performances at TRAM-PAL Otsuka in the plaza on the south side of

äౕ݀ǢॣݎęȯɐɚȸɒĚǛǢड़Қǣଜ۸ࣔ์ǸȆಝگǟு

psychological portrayals and boldly imaginative stagings. The playwright

+9ěȼȈÿɇĜǛंȦȪȗǞǀǽৠǢ༠ǉȆۮǏǘǅǓౚঢǀ

In “Rendez-Vous,” the audience wears virtual reality headsets to view video

Қǟ༮ȇǔæ

T h e d i r e c t o r K i m J e o n g h a s b u i l t u p a fo l l ow i n g fo r h i s i n t r i c a t e

ǜåݞ؞Ȇ୷ǋঢ֡ǜࢍԀǢƶǾǼƺȆǴǁࣩǋǟǍǿ߭ۅӗéवйࢹæ

choreographer Fabien Prioville’ s recent work has fused technology with

ǀ ;7țÿȗɒȆઆଲǋࡓੁǟࠀѷǉȀǓȧɚȠѸઍȆࠀѷԀॣǛ֠
Ȝÿ๙ǜӊՇӗǟǼǾݞৡǉȀǓȨÿɇǀ /7҉ൖ٨ǢԀॣǛड़

äᝪไǞউൂࢇǜǞټ੬༦ǛঢȆ࣑ǵǿҚࣩӗȔɇéȟɎɚ

the station took place against a backdrop of the local community and the

saving people. But her attempts to work miracles fail and she is treated like

audience.

tram line. The video that viewers experienced in virtual reality differed from

äঌڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠցਪԵǟƸȔɊȠȯéȠȦȪȼǢౣǀ՝ȃǞ

the conditions at the location on the actual day in terms of the weather,

ƿǗǓǓǵåޢԂǣ֥ޒǛǢड़ҚȆǢȒɈɐǛમො݁ƿǽࠀѷǋඳ

to bring the production to Tokyo, a performance of the play was instead

୷༣ǞǝǀЮǞǿæǑǢǓǵ֜ǣɛȈÿȨɊɒ֡ټǜࡽ܀ৗԓǢȡɓ

passersby, and traffic. Initially bewildered by this gap between the virtual

filmed in South Korea using seven cameras, edited, and then streamed

and the real, audiences then immersed themselves in the illusion. A highlight

࣑ǋǓѸઍȆȑɚɐȋɚǛಠঃǋǓæջৡǋǓѸઍǟǣड़Қ൸گǟǃȃ

ǟ߆ंǣོܐƸǞǀǽåǲǿǛ߷Խǟ֤ǿƿǢǼƺǟดǋǚƸǗǓæ

Ԙæ;7Ǜ༅ȀǿѸઍǜౣǢड़ҚԀॣǜǛǣܸǸҮǢঢǢåܵ

ลୖǇǢॣݎǛɐȟȑઽੱȆǍǿଜ۸ࣔ์ǀѸǾޟǴɐȠȯȞÿɚǀน
ड़ҚǢȶȋɐȋȯǜǞǗǓæ

was the final scene that featured local residents doing the radio calisthenics

ॣǸൢଗǞƿǞƿǟǍǿǇǜǀǛǁǞƸॣۅǢໆǞǝå൲࣪ۂ

they do every morning in the plaza.
The performances on the north side of the station took place at a cafe
inside Hoshino Resorts OMO5 Tokyo Otsuka. During the work, the dancers

äฉ݀Ǣड़Қǣęຉɑȥÿȯä424௵اĚǢȒȼȎǛݵȃȀǓæ
߭ଳǛǣȧɚȜÿǀׄȆగƿǋॵǾǟઽȆȀǿǞǝǋǚȒȼȎ֡ټ

moved desks and placed their bodies onto a display shelf, in this way melting
into the space of the cafe. The video shot with a 360-degree camera meant
the dancers in the virtual reality moved in close proximity to the audience.

Ǭǜ່ǅޟȇǛƸǗǓæǲǓ ĮȒɈɐǛࠀѷǉȀǓѸઍǀɛȈÿȨɊ

Interwoven into the experience were sometimes startling moments where

ɒѸઍǢȧɚȜÿǜ֜Ǣ֣ڝৠȆছไǟǞǶǢǟǋǓæȧɚȜÿǀ

the dancers would gaze directly at the audience members or come up from

֜ȆۮǘǵಝܨƿǽࢥȆংǤǋǓǾǋǚيƿǏǿǼƺǞॣǶॺǾޟ
ǲȀǓæॣۅǛǢȧɚȠ֠ॕǛǣƶǲǾטǇǾధǞƸȧɚȜÿǜ֜Ǣ

Ƽ৽ǸݞॣۅǞǝǶॺǾޟǲȀǓæǉǲǊǲǞԾƿǽࠀѷǉȀǓ

With the coronavirus pandemic making it impossible for the cast and crew

online. The finished footage integrated not only the onstage performance but
also the seating and mechanics of the theatre venue where it was staged. By
showing a wide range of aspects of the performing arts, from scenes shot

ǢમໆǞȆѸǋࣩǍǇǜǛåҚۅǢѸઍ߭ോǜǋǚǢঌǓǞӓಂৠȆ

f rom mu lt iple a ngles to t he pa r ts of a t heat re t hat aud iences do not

ஞࡣǋǓæ

ordinarily get to see, the production demonstrated new possibilities for

د༦êۅȜɚȾɒå܅ԀࢍVZNSFIF
حߜޒఘৰ߭êȼȎȠȭȊȷɒȯÿȔɎÿåȔɎɚȕȰȞȉȦÿȒɚȸȲÿ

filmed theatre.
In cooperation with Sample, quinada
A Festival/Tokyo and Gyeonggido Theater Company co-production

behind them and reach out. In this way, the work conjured up a unique
one-on-one relationship between dancer and audience member impossible to
achieve with watching dance in a regular theatre space.

пિпǢ֣ڝৠǀนड़ҚǢపǛƶǿæ
పණد༦êౕȴȪȯɖÿȖåп೯ࢍෞঢǳȇǞǢȯɐɚȸɒåຉɑȥÿȯä424௵ا

5MTYTêϷ൵ॆণ

In special cooperation with Minami-Otsuka Network, Minna no TRAMPAL Otsuka,
Hoshino Resorts OMO5 Tokyo Otsuka
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ȉÁȜȒǍǱ

10.31（Sat）- 11.1
（Sun）

東京芸術劇場シアターイースト、

10.24
（Sat）- 10.25
（Sun）

ɉɉɚȓéȚɚȾɓȪȖȠ

F/T remote
（オンライン会場）

ݞৡéҚࣩêફਡૢຄ

公演回数：2回 来場：302名

ঋൖéҚࣩêಷকǶǶǇ

公演回数：上演６回／配信２回

Moonlight

Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre (Theatre East)

We assemble together

来場：161名／視聴者数：182名

Conceived and Directed by Takuya Murakawa

Performances: 2 Audience: 302

Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre (Theatre East),

Momonga Complex

F/T remote (available online)

Choreographed and Directed by Momoko Shiraga

Performances: 6 / Streams: 2
Audience: 161 / Viewers: 182

ä+9ě܃ĜНǪǾǢࠏӒǜǞǿફਡૢຄǀǟا࠱

M a rk i ng h is f i rst appea ra nce at F/ T si nce “words” i n 2012 , Ta k uya

ৱӌԀ֦ȍȏȠȭȊǛंҚǋǓěɇÿɚɐȋȯĜȆǪǾǟ+9Ǜ߅

Murakawa returned to the festival with a revival of “Moonlight,” which

ҚǋǓæ

man describes his encounter with music and how he has lived with a visual

Led by choreographer and director Momoko Shiraga, Momonga Complex’s
work presents a unique world through dance. During the period when the

ਡǢࡼǟచƿȀଘৠǣӊՇǜǢࣩވƸǸߏǛीǋǓǢൃǜǢ

government asked people in Japan to refrain from going out in order to

ǘǁƶƸොǟǘƸǚ࣫ǭǿæિླྀǢ֡ވǟǉǲǊǲǞৗǢҚ੦ǀȻ

ઽĚǟǘƸǚݮƼǿǼƺǟǞǗǓæǑǋǚǇǢઽ۶ȆǉǲǊǲǞ१گƿǽ

inevitably thought of those we could not meet or the places we could not go,

пঢǢঢ֡Ȇൣƿǧड़ǀǽǏǿěОঢ়ඉܯĜǢݞઓǟࣞǡåड़ҚǜƸƺ࣑

Shiraga found herself reflecting on the relationship between the individual

ǛࢣǾਖ਼Ǵാૅڦ܀ǢǞƿǛǝǢǼƺǟ܇ǢધߞȆാ܀ǋབྷǡǚƸǃ
ǢƿåǜƸƺШǢǶǜน߭Ȇड़ҚǋǓæ

äนǞǋǛࡽߞǢঢඉǢܯǾȆҚפǜܵ߷ǉǏǿน߭ǣåࡁǓǕȆǜ
Ǿǲǃࡽ܀ǜǣǞǟƿåॣۅǛǟǋǚƸǿഖࡽ܀ǜǣǞǟƿå֜ǟ

Ǣ௳ݧȆෆǗǓæ߭ଳǛǣࣩҚǀߍ໊ǉȀǓଈӝȆ҄ǳड़ǆåǑǢ
ӝǬǢඵӝǶ҄ǴǜƸƺො݁ȚɆɌȲȘÿȞɎɚǀݵȃȀǓæ

conversations, performers of different ages play piano music to adorn the
man’s memories. It culminates with the man’s own recital of Beethoven’s
“Moonlight Sonata,” which first inspired him to learn the piano.
Intermixing an unscripted account by an actual person with performances,
this is a piece of documentary theatre that encourages us to consider the
nature of reality that surrounds us, and the unreality that is in front of us in
a theatre. Amid the frantic haste ushered in by the coronavirus pandemic,

wh ich is a for m of ex pression conducted col lect ively, to ex press t he

ౣüǢǞƿåน߭ǟ഻ƺǺǗǃǾǜǋǓ࡛֡Ǣ༅ȀǟઘȆǘǃǇǜǀǛǁ

many members of t he aud ience su rely also appreciated t he leisu rely,

existence of the individual.

Ǔ֜ǶમƿǗǓǇǜǜ࠴ƺæ

ॣǟǅǓࡷ܇ǛࣩҚǀęǺǽǂĚ
ęƺǘȁƸĚ
ęǁǊǋĚǜƸƺǘǢ

ƸǗǓæǲǓ࡛֡ǟȃǓǿѸઍಠঃȆݵƺǜǜǶǟȑɚɐȋɚड़Ǜଈӝ

impairment that began when he was twenty years old. In between these

࠴ݮȆઔǍęȰȔɌɈɚȦɑÿéȰɐɅĚǛƶǿæȚɔȱӡǛݓǓǔǋƸ

various scenes, and also attempted to explore the potential for performance,

Ǔड़ҚȠȦȋɒǢǞƿå֜ǣпঢǦǜǾࡦຬǟඉܯȆ؋ǳࢣǾƸǛ

ǓǁǗƿǅǛƶǿɀÿȯÿɀɚǢȤȱȦęܺۓĚȆଓǇƺǜǍǿǀććæ

applied it to the structure of “The Tales of Ise,” a collection of poems from

äน߭ǣČ֜߾ڤɆɌÿȟȒɒளȧɚȠéȸȼȐÿɅɚȠČǜશǕåۅ
ȸȼȐÿɅɚȠȆࡽ࠹å֜ǀǑȀǽȆ֜ǚԂǗǓæ
ęӝඉܯĚȆШǋ

ȉȵّȆഇཟǋଘৠǢזӀȆߋǿæ߆ܨǟଘৠǣåࡦঝǀȻȉȵȆࠬǵ

and the whole. The work that resulted from this took that experience and
the Heian period comprising a portrait of a single human life through

This performance unfolds as a conversation between Murakawa and a man
in his seventies who lives in Kyoto. Prompted by Murakawa’s questions, the

ȓéȚɚȾɓȪȖȠæಷকǣঌڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠցਪीિߵǛԝࣩࡦࣦ

reduce t he r isk of catch i ng or spread i ng t he coronav i r us, a nd as we

premiered at Kyoto City Nishi Culture Hall in 2018.

äน߭ǣફਡǜاǟ්ǽǍǢଘৠǜǢિླྀǛটݵǋǚƸǃæફ

äঋൖéҚࣩӗǢಷকǶǶǇǢǶǜåయࡦǢ߭ോৗԓȆுԘǍǿɉɉɚ
ׇ֡ଳåԀƼǞƸঢǸݵǅǞǃǞǗǓॣःǬ࠴ƸȆଧǏǿǞƿę܇ǜ

東京芸術劇場シアターイースト

Descr ibed by it s creator as a n “obser vat iona l musica l-st yle da nce
performance,” the work featured rooms arranged inside the theatre. Inside

measured pace that flowed throughout the performance.
To accom pa ny t he rev iva l , a b o ok lo ok i n g back over Mu r a k awa’s

äǲǓåนܻҚǟވȃǏ0&30&7&.SHǀફਡǢǢ߭ǢཉࠨȆ

fifteen-year career was published by KANKARA Inc. in partnership with F/T.

ǓǝǿȰȔɌɈɚȯȽȪȖȆմݵå+9ǣد༦ǜƸƺڦǛڭȃǗǓæȰȔɌ

The book showcased Murakawa’s previous performances, including the

“Vicissitudes,” and “Signs” ), which the audience viewed while moving around

ɈɚȯȽȪȖǣǇȀǲǛǢ+9ड़Қ߭ോȆǣǌǵå֣௵ۜǛǣƶǲǾड़Қ

productions he has presented at F/T in the past, and making it a useful

the venue. Performed in the style of uta monogatari, a type of Japanese

ԀǢમǃǞƿǗǓફਡ߭ോǟǘƸǚॉӿǋǚƸǿæ

these rooms, the dancers carried out three performances ( “Fluctuations,”

narrative told as a series of poems, each member of the audience was free to

äน߭Ǣड़ҚȆ୷ǋåȀǓঢఘࠫǀ৫ǳࣩǍാ܀ǸঌǋƸࣩԀƸåǘ

dip into the story and weave their own tale. The performance was made

ǞǀǾොǬǢ׀ǢпଉȆஞࡣǍǿǇǜǟৡܼǋǓæ

available as a six-hour live video stream, while people were also able to

ৰ߭êɔÿɇȞȉȦÿاčंҚäۓäا࠱ৱӌԀ֦ȍȏȠȭȊĎ

resource for audiences in the Kanto region, where Murakawa’s work is less
frequently staged.
A ROHM Theatre Kyoto production (premiere: December 2018, Kyoto City Nishi Culture Hall)

submit tanka poems in advance. The performance took on an interactive
dimension when the dancers read out selected poems, and then poems
written in response.
Facilitating new encounters and forms of expression created by people in
separate locations, “We assemble together” offered hope for ways to connect
with one another.

5MTYTêਃਡࣼ

Ý3DPLO\DÞǈƷƆǁǱÁǘ
êફਡૢຄå୰ېпå௰Ի

Pamilya Talk
Speakers: Takuya Murakawa, Yuichiro Nagatsu, Kaku Nagashima

10.25
（Sun）- 11.15
（Sun）
F/T remote
（オンライン会場）
再生数：225回
F/T remote (available online)
Views: 225

ä+9ěɇÿɚɐȋȯĜǢड़ҚǟਛٵǅåҚࣩǢફਡૢຄǀ٨߭ě5FRNQ^FĜǟǘƸǚǢȯÿȖಠঃ
ȆȰɐɅȯȌɒȖǢ୰ېпå+9ȮȊɓȖȦÿǢ௰ԻǜǜǶǟݵǗǓæ
äһǢރཇࡀ࠹ǛఖǃȼȊɑȻɚǢԝޒঢӿܱࡀܸࠫස৫ǀåࡦǽǢౣ०Ȇ൲ड़Ǜ
߅܀ǋҚǌǿě5FRNQ^FĜǛǣå
ęӿܱǍǿĂǉȀǿĚঢ֣֡ڝǸӗડǢېǧǘǁǀൂƿȀǿčȦȋȯ
ɒǢęȸɆɑɋĚǜǣȦȓɔȗܯǛęӗડĚǢШĎæं+9ǛǣěɇÿɚɐȋȯĜ
ě5FRNQ^FĜǢ߭ड़
ҚȆֶӷǋǚƸǓǀåঌڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠցਪԵǟǼǾě5FRNQ^FĜǢड़ҚǀౘǋǃǞǗǓڵбǀƶ
ǿæඋǟǪଙǛǣࡽߜǢ൲ѸઍȆܵƼǓৰ߭എླྀǸåફਡǀ߭ോǟޟǵǓ੬Ƹǀ๛ƿǉ
ȀǓæนಠঃȆ୷ǋǚફਡ߭ോȆݎǃॉӿǋå֜Ǣ߭ോԁȆǵǿॣȆ߭ǿǇǜǀǛǁǓæ
Ahead of the production of “Moonlight” at F/T20, a talk about director Takuya Murakawa’ s recent work
“Pamilya” was streamed, featuring Murakawa in conversation with the dramaturge Yuichiro Nagatsu and
the F/T director, Kaku Nagashima.
In “Pamilya,” a trainee non-Japanese care worker at a care home for the elderly in Fukuoka re-enacts her
everyday life onstage. With a title meaning “family” in Tagalog, the piece portrays the relationship between
the carer and cared for, and the bonds of family. F/T originally intended to present both “Moonlight” and
“Pamilya” in its 2020 program but plans for the latter production were canceled due to the coronavirus
pandemic. Over their eighty-minute discussion, which also included video highlights from the performance,
the speakers shared the ideas behind “Pamilya” and anecdotes about how it was created. In this way, the
streamed talk helped Murakawa’s work reach a wider audience and increased understanding of his work.

čܻߡĎһ࠱ӌ࣪ۂঋߡلåৱ൵ȓȠلझčաĎå
һ൲࠹࣪ۂѰѵحఘࡓُઽå
čпࢍĎ٬ࢼଜл൲࣪ۂঋلԀå
ǞǳǁȠȖȏȉǳǽƸȴȪȯɖÿȖåһ࠱
Fukuoka City Foundation for Arts and Cultural Promotion, Saibu Gas Urban
Development Co., Ltd., Fukuoka Performing Arts Facility Management Joint
Enterprise, Kyushu Regional Performing Arts Promotion Association,
Namiki Square Mirai Network, Fukuoka City

5MTYTêࠍѫภ༐





ǱȒȜǢǾǌÁȔǲIURPǋǡǋ

ǱȒȜǢǾǌÁȔǲIURPǋǡǋ

Transfield from Asia

%HUDN

10.16
（Fri）- 10.29（Thur）、
（Sun）
11.7
（Sat）- 11.15

ȂȒǬǘ

F/T remote（オンライン会場）
再生数: 429回

ȭȉȦÿéȏȒɅȯɐ

F/T remote (available online)

Transfield from Asia

+9ǣНހåȉȟȉଜлƿǽลȒޒȆప࣑Ǎǿ
ęȉȟȉȞɑÿȡĚ

Berak

ǟࢣǾਖ਼ȇǛǁǓæ+9Ǜǣޒණప࣑Ǣཽਖ਼ǳȆԝǋåشޒǸඋຉǢඨ

Teater Ekamatra

Views: 429

ȆୡƼݎǃ
ęȉȟȉǢޢĚ
ȆॉӿǋǓæ+9ƿǽǣ
ęȯɐɚȠȼȊÿɒȰ
KWTRȉȟȉĚ
ǜԍॅǋå֜ǜحǟǇȀƿǽǢȉȟȉǢӌȆନǃ۹గ༦

äમ์ડޒӗȞɚȓɄÿɒǢࡽ܀ǟ݁ǁވƺ߭ȆНड़ઢǅǚǁ

Teater Ekamatra is a theatre company whose work has engaged with the

ǜǞǿॣȆ࠵ǋǓæޢǶఘǌȭÿɅȆڶઢéӌǍǿǇǜǀഭ໐ൕӓ

ǓۅęȭȉȦÿéȏȒɅȯɐĚæঌڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠցਪीԵǟǼǾ

multiethnic reality of Singapore for over thirty years. At Festival/Tokyo, it

یǛƶǿǜݮƼå+9ǛǣåǉǽǞǿҲଔள༥лǢԵǜ࡚ઢӓಂৠȆ

ۓǢนܻޒҚǀଳ࠼ǜǞǗǓě'JWFPĜȆঌǓǟѸઍ߭ോǜǋǚ

ރǵǿǇǜȆࡋǳǓæ

ৰ߭åࡗܯ܃ศൖǁǟǼǿȑɚɐȋɚಠঃȆࡽ܀ǋǓæ
äน߭ǣࡦ࠽ǸൃǞǝǉǲǊǲǞę࠽Ěǟ୩ǍǿӗડȆൂƸǓ۹߭ף

ऎৡêܵߜޒ༅ֻ٩ȉȟȉȢɚȦÿ
ääȉȟȉéӌઓدఖऎৡ

ّȆǶǜǟåࢺؼகȆඈؼƿǽȋȠɐɇؼǟଣքƼǚ߅ݞନǋǓǀ
పǜƸƼǿæࡽߜǢड़Қ൸گǟӒƼåѷԕǸȜȋɓɚȯѸӷåȉȲɈÿ
ȞɎɚǞǝåࣞƸȭÿɅǜ݊൘ȆٌǽǋǓѸઍǀވȃǉǗǓåǲǉǟ

staged performance of “Berak” in Singapore was canceled in March due to
the coronavirus pandemic.
Based on a play about a family dealing with death, be it suicide or from
illness, this adaptation shifted the religious setting from Buddhist to Muslim.
Featuring shadow puppetry, silent film technique, and animation in addition
to the actual onstage performance, the result was something that explored
heavy themes while retaining the theatrical elements of the original stage
production and also incorporating approaches unique to filming.

ęѸઍҚۅĚǜǞǗǓæ
äęȭȉȦÿéȏȒɅȯɐĚǣৰ߭ǢǜǋǚڬǆǿęȯɐɚȠȖɑȏÿȞɎ
In 2014, F/T launched the Asia Series to showcase a nation in the Asian
region each festival. From 2018, the program was relaunched with a
“transfield” focus to introduce contemporary aspects of Asia in ways that
transcend boundaries separating nations and disciplines. Renamed
Transfield from Asia from F/T19, the program aspired to form a platform for
cultivating future culture in Asia together with audiences. Believing it
essential to continue and deepen that approach, F/T20 endeavored to
enhance the program’s sustainability and interdisciplinary range.

presented a new film version of “Berak” with subtitles in four languages. The

The company’s signature “transcreation” method, which not only translates
t he la ng uage of t he sou rce mater ia l but a lso t ra nsposes its cu lt u ra l

ɚ―ܯ܃ǢบຐǟǜǝǲǽǎåӌளǞಝگé֏شઽȆ߅߭ǍǿǇ

background and overall environment, reconstructed the script from the

ǜ―ĚǢࢥෞǛåदȚɆɌȲȭȊǢࡈƿǽّףǢ߅ݞନȆݵƸåࢍ

perspect ive of a smal l com mu n it y, a nd elevated t he social d i lem mas

ԀளȆп੩ൢබளǞǶǢǬǜऱөǋǚƸǿǢǔæ

depicted into something more universal.
Because the production streamed with subtitles in multiple languages,

äમࡗܯ܃ศȆൖǋǓȑɚɐȋɚಠঃǟǼǾåंǢຶ੬Ȇड़Ԃǿԑԝ

demand was higher than expected from international viewers and the

ƿǽǢࡈǟڨǲȀ߅ಠঃǀݵȃȀǓæ+9ǀԑԝ߭ോȆৗԓǟశ

streaming period was extended. By allowing the festival to function as a

ǅǿؽǋȆଁǗǓǇǜǛåܨޢǢுԘȆࡣǍǿǁǞпශǜǞǗǓæ

platform for sharing an overseas work globally, the production constituted a
major step forward with implications for how the festival could develop in the
future.

Grant: The Japan Foundation Asia Center
Grant Program for the Promotion of Cultural Collaboration

ǯǋǨÁ«ǑǔȇǱȒǠȐÁǱ«ǲǖȎȊȜǨȓÁ

10.21
（Wed）-

Teater Ekamatra Documentary

F/T remote
（オンライン会場）
再生回数：227回
F/T remote (available online)
Views: 227

äȭȉȦÿéȏȒɅȯɐǀě'JWFPĜৰ߭ǢיਊȆঋǾඵǿగӷȆ๐༘ܻԘǋǓæৰ߭
ȨÿɇǣนܻޒҚंౣౣੁǢଳ࠼ೠଔǀޣౘǛƶǗǓǇǜåंུזѸઍǢǳȆ
ݞ੬ǋǚƸǓǶǢǢǞǐęѸઍҚۅĚȆৰ߭ǋǼƺǜݮƼǓǢƿǞǝåਉüǞ࠴ƸǸ
ৰ߭ڵбȆܯǗǓæഃǽǢೠଔǸ߭৭কǟǟ৫ǁǿૼǶǀحցǛǁǿඋ
֡ǛƶǗǓæ
Teater Ekamatra produced a short documentary looking back on the production of
“Berak,” which was then made available for free viewing online with English subtitles. In
the twenty-minute video, the creative team explained about the difficult decision to cancel
the original performance in Singapore three days before the premiere, and why they made
a “theatre-film” instead of the more straightforward filmed recording of the performance
they had initially planned. These candid interviews offered insights on the production and
creative process that were affirming and recognizable for viewers watching in 2020.
ऎৡêȱȞɎȱɒéȉÿȫȒȍɚȞɒäȞɚȓɄÿɒ
ܵߜޒ༅ֻ٩ȉȟȉȢɚȦÿ
ääȉȟȉéӌઓدఖऎৡ

Supported by National Arts Council, Singapore
Grant: The Japan Foundation Asia Center
Grant Program for the Promotion of Cultural Collaboration



プレゼンテーション｜東京

ǱȒȜǢǾǌÁȔǲIURPǋǡǋ
)7ä%,3$0۷ȀȖǡǐǘǱ
ǟ«Ǡǯǌ«ǋȜǲ«ǟ«Ǡǯǌ

ȝǒǍǠǢ«ǍȜ«ǟ«ǨǍȉ

東京芸術劇場 シアターウエスト

ǰǌǹǍǰǬǲ«ǤȜǠǣ

7KH&LW\ 7KH&LW\'LYLGHG6HQVHV

公演回数：3回 来場：195名

ȸÿȯȱÿê'.5&2čȷɚȚȖߜޒ൲࣪ۂɆÿȭȊɚȗĎ

Days: 3 Visitors: 195

11.11
（Wed）-

ǱȒȜǢǾǌÁȔǲIURPǋǡǋ

（Sun）
10.30（Fri）- 11.1

Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre (Theatre West)

F/T remote（オンライン会場）

Ǔǿ«ǺȜǰȈǬǘ

9RLFHVLQWKH7LPHRI3DQGHPLF

再生数：626回

Transfield from Asia

Views: 626

F/T remote (available online)

Voices in the Time of Pandemic

Transfield from Asia
F/T + BIPAM Exchange Project

The City & The City: Divided Senses

äঌڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠǢৗԓள༅ݵǀࢸચǋǞƸǞƿåȉȟȉԳޒǢ

As the coronavirus pandemic continued worldwide, F/T asked previous

Partner: Bangkok International Performing Arts Meeting

ȉÿȭȊȠȯǓǕǢߞ܀Ǣ৯Ȇǃǭǃå+9ǣǇȀǲǛԘ߄ǋǚǁǓęȉ

pa r t ic i pat i n g a r t i st s f r o m t he Tr a n s f ield f r o m A s i a s er ie s a nd it s

ȟȉȞɑÿȡĚƾǼǧęȯɐɚȠȼȊÿɒȰKWTRȉȟȉĚࠏӒȉÿȭȊȠȯ
ǓǕǟȺȮȑɈȪȢÿȟȆઈǗǚǶǽƺǼƺ܉ǧƿǅǓæนȾɔȟȎȖȯǣ
äนֶӷǣ௵ౕȉȟȉǟƾǅǿ൲࣪ۂǢȾɐȪȯȼȐÿɇǜǋǚü

This is an exchange project with Bangkok International Performing Arts

ધߞցȆǍȷɚȚȖߜޒ൲࣪ۂɆÿȭȊɚȗč'.5&2Ďǜ+9ǜǢ

Meeting, which has established itself as an increasingly important platform

ܵ༅ֶӷǛƶǿæȚɔȱӡǛǶঌǓǟࣩԀƸࠦۈȆࢰǅވƺǇǜȆள

for the performing arts in Southeast Asia. Aiming for new encounters and

ǑǢǢਖ਼ǢүఃȆȍȎȽȜȋȯड़ǛܻԘǋǓǶǢǛƶǿæ
äȉÿȭȊȠȯǓǕǟǣę߆٨ݵǗǓȸȼȐÿɅɚȠǟǘƸǚĚ
ęԦǢໆ

stimulations even as the coronavirus pandemic continues to rage, two newly

åঢüǢঋǿ൲ƸǟטǇǗǚƸǿධӌĚ
ęঌǋƸ৫ՕໆǀࡦঝǢ֣উ

ǟåȷɚȚȖǜ௵اƿǽǑȀǒȀźঢǢȉÿȭȊȠȯǀȨÿɇȆਖ਼ǳåԳü

formed teams of t hree ar tists from, respectively, Tokyo and Bangkok

Ǹ߭ോǟǰǋǓѷوĚǜƸƺࠍǘǢƸȆ௳ǆƿǅǓæഃǽǣȚɈɚ

ǀ৫ՕǍǿ࠱ǟǘƸǚɑȜÿȨȆǋǓƺƼǛåǑǢȾɔȢȠǢȑɚɐȋ

undertook research into their own cities. This process was then shared

ɚड़ǛǢܵքȆۓĄۓǟƿǅǚݵǗǓæǑǋǚƿ֡ۓǢܢƸ
ǢɑȜÿȨǢܵքǢӰணȆǲǜǵǓѸઍ߭ോȆড়߭ǋǓčęȾɔȢȠǢ

online between August and October 2020. A video, “Process Compilation,”
was made documenting that three-month research exchange process and

ȯåҚ੦ǸȸȼȐÿɅɚȠǞǝǉǲǊǲǞොෞǛԂఃȆ־ǏǓæ
äԳȉÿȭȊȠȯǀઈǗǚǁǓѸઍƿǽǣȉȟȉԳଜǢȚɔȱӡǢ६ؾ

predecessor, the Asia Series, to make video messages that could allow
audiences to hear the voices of artists in Asia today. Ten video messages
were published on the festival website.
Each artist was given three topics or questions: recent performances; the
changes in their cities or in the behavior of people; and the impact of the
new normal on their interests and work. The artists responded to these in
various ways, from giving comments to playing music and performing.
The footage that the artists contributed conveyed a strong sense of the
ci rcu mst a nces of l i fe across A sia du r i ng t he pa ndem ic. T he v ideos
cumulatively formed an archive of the feelings and thoughts of Asian artists
during the strikingly unusual year that was 2020. By involving artists who

was made available as part of the F/T remote online program. The works

ǀொȃǗǚǃǿæนֶӷȆ୷ǋǜƸƺపЮǞǟƾǅǿȉȟȉǢ

had previously participated in the festival, the project succeeded in building

ЈࣥĚǜǋǚ+9WJRTYJǟǚܻԘĎæǲǓɑȜÿȨǸܵքƿǽ৫ǲȀǓ

that emerged from the research and exchange were then organized into

ȉÿȭȊȠȯǢęց१Ǹ࠴ݮǢȉÿȒȋȽĚȆ߭ৡǍǿǇǜǀǛǁǓæäǲ

new relationships between F/T and Asia.

߭ോȆுࡣǍǿȾɓȣɚȭÿȞɎɚȆԳ࠱Ǜࡽ࠹ǋǓæ௵اԀॣǛ

exhibitions held separately in the two cities. For the Tokyo event, the

ǣęदǋਛǢ฿ƿǽåߞ܀Ǣ௵اȆॉӿǍǿنࡎ༘֦ĚȆȚɚȢȾ

ex h ibit s were a r ra nged as i f t he venue was a loca l h istor y museu m
introducing present-day Tokyo from the near future. Twenty-four hours in

ȯǟுࡣȆݞৡæ௵اǢ࡛֡ȆඋǢȦȋɇɐȋɚǟЈࣥǋӎǶڐ

Tokyo was condensed into a thirty-minute timeline that played out over and

ǾඵǍǇǜǛåǢ࠱Ǣ࡛֡Ǣ༅ȀȆാ܀ǋǓæǲǓåȚɔȱӡ

over again across the whole venue in various ways, expressing the flow of

Ǜǣࡽߜǟ෩ȀǿǇǜǀౘǋƸ௵اǜȷɚȚȖåǑȀǒȀǢԀॣǛǢு
ࡣȆॉӿǋƶƺɛȈÿȨɊɒȫȉÿȆݵǗǓč
ę)N[NIJI9TZW9TP^TĚĂ
ę)N[NIJI9TZW'FSLPTPĚǜǋǚ+9WJRTYJǟǚܻԘĎæ

time in the city in 2020. Since the pandemic made it difficult for people to
travel and visit both venues, virtual tours were also produced to showcase
the exhibits in Tokyo and Bangkok, which were then put online as part of
F/T remote (“Divided Tour Tokyo” and “Divided Tour Bangkok”).

ऎৡêܵߜޒ༅ֻ٩ȉȟȉȢɚȦÿä
 ȉȟȉéӌઓدఖऎৡ

Grant: The Japan Foundation Asia Center
Grant Program for the Promotion of Cultural Collaboration

◯ȮȊɓȖȦÿĂɈɚȦÿ

◯Directors & Mentors

௰Իč+9Ďå
ȜȜȻɚéȞɑɖÿȲȪȯč'.5&2åȲȪȖȴÿɇêȾÿɁĎ
◯ࠏӒɈɚȷÿ
ȸȒɉɚéȿÿɅȟɊɚčȲȪȖȴÿɇɅȪȞɌĎåȨɊȱɄɚéȚɇȒɇ
čȲȪȖȴÿɇȦȋɇĎåᑝఛԑåޫਜଟåȨɊȪȯȨɊɖɚéȠɖɚ

ǓӰؗǢࠏӒȉÿȭȊȠȯǓǕǀนȾɔȟȎȖȯǟƿƿȃǿǇǜǛå+9
ǜȉȟȉۜǀঌǓǞ֣ڝৠȆݞନǍǿǇǜǟৡܼǋǓæ

Grant: The Japan Foundation Asia Center
Grant Program for the Promotion of Cultural Collaboration

ऎৡêܵߜޒ༅ֻ٩ȉȟȉȢɚȦÿ
ȉȟȉéӌઓدఖऎৡ

◯ࠏӒɈɚȷÿ
ȻȨȎéȖɐɚȨȎɚåȤéȹɎɚȤȖåؘ֡YMJFYJWåɑÿȧȋȗȑåȑȖ
ȋéɐɐĢୖåȵÿȍȎȉåȟɊȹȰéɑɄɚåȍȐɚéȑȋɆɚåȠɚé
ȞɊȑȞɚåȋéȔɎɚȤɚ

◯Participants

Pichet Klunchun, Seo Hyun-suk, ima theater, Li Daiguo, Okui Lala + Asako
Taki, Nowhere Art Studio, Zahid Repon, Oi Min Wong, Sun Xiaoxing, Lee
Kyung-sung

Kaku Nagashima (F/T), Sasapin (Pupe) Siriwanij (BIPAM)

◯Participants
Pakhamon (Much) Hemachandra, Chanapon (Time) Komkham, Shoumi
Sakurauchi, Chisato Sone, Chatchavan Suwansawat, Shikine Watanabe,
Piyawan (Ning) Sapsamroum

ȜɖȪȮȊå᪠ॺӊåȻɋɖɚéȜȪȾȜɇɒȉɇ
čȲȪȖȴÿɇȲɚĎ

5MTYTê൛்༒ඞ





èฒȀȖǙȒȉ¦)UHH&RQWHQWé

)7UHPRWHӤ
F/T remote

ä+9ǛǣঌڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠցਪԵȆࢰǅåঌǋƸȼȎȠȭȊȷɒǢƿǓ
ǕȆࡽ۶Ǎǿॣǜǋǚܻ-5ड़ǟȑɚɐȋɚԀॣę+9WJRTYJĚȆԘǋǓæ
๐༘ȏɑȉǜ༘ȏɑȉåౚǘǢȏɑȉȆுԘǋåߞ܀ǲǛǟȾɔȗɐɇȆܻ
ԘæࣗǢ+9ǟǣॣǀ՝ȃǞƿǗǓଜොǸԑԝǞǝҤොǢ֜ǟǶȉȾ
ɔÿȨǀӓಂǜǞǗǓæ๐༘ȏɑȉǛǣȉÿȭȊȠȯǸȮȊɓȖȦÿǟǼǿȯÿȖ

ǰǌȕǘǨÁǣ«ȒǏȜǡ

ਖ਼ǸѸઍ߭ോå༘ȏɑȉǛǣѸઍҚۅǞǝǢࢢ߄ȾɔȗɐɇǸȞɚɄȟȍ

ÛǾǐǢǯǌǹȔƞǰǟǍȜ¦եٟƤƁƕƗÜ

ɇǀಠঃǉȀåؠȆୡƼǓȚɐɃɓÿȞɎɚǀમǃࡽ܀ǋǓæǓǔ߭ോȆಠ

Directors’ Lounge
Festivals and Design: Forms of Relationships

ঃǍǿǔǅǛǞǃࣙৠǢƶǿൾݎƸȾɔȗɐɇȆમֶӷǋǓę+9WJRTYJĚ

8/27（Thur）再生数：359回
Views: 359

ǣå+9ǢضǳǜǋǚಂǍǿǇǜǜǞǗǓæ
In an attempt to explore new approaches for festivals and find a way to hold events

ÝƞƩƖƑ¯ǕȓಬЊಔॅսÞӚކଫਃ¯ǓȜȒǍȜǱÁǘ
Pop-up Riso Zine Studio Pre-Opening Offline Talk

10/12（Mon）再生数：296回
Views: 296

safely during the coronavirus pandemic, F/T20 launched a new online venue, F/T
remote, on the main festival website. It has so far hosted twelve pieces of content,
both free and paid. This approach also made it possible to experience the festival for

ȢȪȯȮȝȋɚêȑɚȮɒȮɑɚȮ

audiences who ordinarily cannot visit in person because they live in parts of Japan far
from Tokyo or outside Japan. The free content included talks with artists and the
fest iva l d i rectors as wel l as v ideos, wh i le t he pa id content feat u red f i l med
performances from the main festival program and a symposium. In this way, F/T
remote could collaborate with many people regardless of their respective locations.
Not simply an online platform for streaming performances, F/T remote’s wide range
of flexible programming was one of the strengths of the 2020 festival.

èȀȖǙȒȉ¦3DLG&RQWHQWé

ǱȒȜǢǾǌÁȔǲIURPǋǡǋ
ȂȒǬǘ

%HUDN
Berak

10/16（Fri）- 10/29（Thur）, 11/7（Sat）- 11/15（Sun）
再生数：429回
Views: 429



ϱࢦࣟޘӨ¦ƴƲǃƍ൵¦௬ǏǐǿǞǍǱ

ǓÁȀǴȜǙ«ǱÁǘ

Roaming Shopping Street Festival: Phantom Edition (special website)

Opening Talk

10/16（Fri）リーチ数：19,688
Reach: 19,688

10/16（Fri）再生数：183回
Views: 183

ǯǋǨÁ«ǑǔȇǱȒǠȐÁǱ«ǲǖȎȊȜǨȓÁ

੭ৣતๆÝ3DPLO\DÞǈƷƆǁǱÁǘ

Teater Ekamatra Documentary

Pamilya Talk

10/21（Wed）- 10/25（Sun）
再生数：227回
Views: 227

10/25（Sun）- 11/15（Sun）
再生数：225回
Views: 225

ǱȒȜǢǾǌÁȔǲIURPǋǡǋ

ǱȒȜǢǾǌÁȔǲIURPǋǡǋ¦)7ä%,3$0۷ȀȖǡǐǘǱ

ȝǒǍǠǣ«ǍȜ«ǟ«ǨǍȉǓǿ«ǺȜǰȈǬǘ

ǟ«Ǡǯǌ«ǋȜǲ«ǟ«ǠǯǌǰǌǹǍǰǬǲ«ǤȜǠǣ

9RLFHVLQWKH7LPHRI3DQGHPLF

7KH&LW\ 7KH&LW\'LYLGHG6HQVHV

Voices in the Time of Pandemic

Transfield from Asia
F/T + BIPAM Exchange Project
The City & The City: Divided Senses

)7ǠȜȆǡǏȉǾǐǢǯǌǹȔ«ǋǬȀǰÁǱ

ƠƒഴગޘࢬڄǈƴƗƠƁƝ®
ÏƓƍƜźƁơƍƜƉƤՃ৬ंƤࠝખơƋžƸӚކƏǁƤƁÐ
Symposium: Festival Update
Why hold a performing arts festival “in the city”?
(And how to hold it even in a time of pandemic?)

10/21（Wed）- 7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.,
10/22（Thur）- 11/15（Sun）
再生数：104回
Views: 104

ǅƕƍƕƗƥ§ƓǃƙƜźǁ¨

ॗƤƙ߱ǋǶȋǶ

We assemble together

Divine Daughter Anemone

10/24（Sat）- 10/25（Sun）
視聴者数：182回
Views: 182

11/2（Mon）- 11/15（Sun）
再生数：408回
Views: 408

11/11（Wed）再生数：626回
Views: 626

11/13（Fri）再生数
（合計）
：112回
Views: 112



è¦Ͼതבګ«ׅӚಔȀȖǙȒȉ¦(GXFDWLRQ 2XWUHDFK5HVHDUFK3URJUDPVé

בګӚಔȀȖǙȒȉ
)7ǠȜȆǡǏȉǾǐǢǯǌǹȔ«ǋǬȀǰÁǱ

旧真和中学校、F/T remote
（オンライン配信）

ƠƒഴગޘࢬڄǈƴƗƠƁƝ®

Former Shinwa Junior High School,

10.21（Wed）- 11.15
（Sun）
再生数：104回

ÏƓƍƜźƁơƍƜƉƤՃ৬ंƤࠝખơƋžƸӚކƏǁƤƁÐ
+9Ǜǣड़Қé֠ॕڤȾɔȗɐɇǔǅǛǣǞǃå۩؏ԘéؼмൢȾɔȗ
ɐɇȆࡽ࠹æ+9ǢนȾɔȗɐɇǣঌڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠցਪीિߵǟಠ
༏ǋǞǀǽå൲࣪ۂඋຉǟƾǅǿȉÿȭȊȠȯǢȨɊɓɚȟéȠȭȪȾ

F/T remote (available online)
Views: 104

Symposium: Festival Update
Why hold a performing arts festival “in the city”?
(And how to hold it even in a time of pandemic?)

ȉȪȾǢ࠶ҘǸåৗȆଁƺǘǃǾࢥé֜ǢмৡȆ࠵ǋǓæ۩؏Ԙ
ȾɔȗɐɇǛǣåȑɚɐȋɚǛȒޒǢ֑࣪ۂఫǜિଙǍǿ
ęȞɚɄȟȍ

äৗԓ࠱Ǜƶǿ௵اǛǇȀƿǽǝǢǼƺǞ൲ߖ࣪ۂǀݵȃȀǿǭ

Exploring the kinds of performing arts that should be fostered in the global

ɇĚ
ǸȉÿȭȊȠȯǢܢആിǟǼǿଐམǢॣ
ęȉÿȭȊȠȯéȻȪȯĚ
Ȇ

ǁǞǢƿæԳޒǢȼȎȠȭȊȷɒȮȊɓȖȦÿǜШۮȆܵքǋåܨޢǢு

city that is Tokyo, the “Festival Update” symposium series is a forum for

ࡽ࠹æؼмൢȾɔȗɐɇǛǣåȉÿȭȊȠȯǸࠏӒఘࠫǢિླྀȆ୷ǌ

ȆحǍǿȞɚɄȟȍɇęȼȎȠȭȊȷɒéȉȪȾȮÿȯĚæ

ǚ࠴ݮȆǵǿՅ৫݁ǅɖÿȖȞɎȪȾ
ęȧȋȉɔÿȗéȴȖȠȯĚ
åȋɚ

äޢԂǣęǲǕǞƿĚǟ࣑ǲǿঢǧǜǜęǜǶǟǘǃǿĚࢣǾਖ਼ǳȆݵƺȞ

ȦÿɚȞȪȾéȾɔȗɐɇåȜɄÿȦÿéȾɔȗɐɇȆݵƸåৗǸༀॣȆ

ɚȓɄÿɒåȨɌȲȟȉåɅɚȨȎȠȦÿå௵اǢ࠱ȆଳڶǛڷƸǔæ

ୡƼǓમໆǞঢüǢܵ༅ǸՅǧǢॣǀ৫ǲȀǓæ

In addition to its program of performances and public events, F/T also runs
programs related to research and education and outreach. Implemented this year
with due consideration for the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, these programs
aimed to support performing arts practitioners in developing their work further,
and to cultivate the next generation of artists and audiences. The Research
Program featured an online symposium with artistic directors from four countries
as well as the Artist Pit training initiative, where artists give each other
feedback. The Education & Outreach Program included the Dialogue Next
workshops, where students engage in dialogue with artists and the other
participants, as well as internship and volunteer programs, all offering
opportunities for learning and interaction with a wide range of people across
different ages and positions in society.

ȞɚȓɄÿɒׇߖ࣪ۂߜޒȮȊɓȖȦÿǢȱȦɑÿéȿɚȮȊȪȟǣå

exchanging and sharing ideas and perspectives with festival directors from
around the world.
This year featured festivals from four cities (Singapore, Tunis, Manchester,
and Tokyo) engaged in bringing people together “in the city” in a broader
sense, and in creating things with those people.
Natalie Hennedige, the director designate for Singapore International

࠱ǀ࡚ǘංࠅৠȆࣞǋǞǀǽåȉÿȭȊȠȯǸॣȆǺǿǸƿǟǘǞ

Festival of Arts, touched on ways for artists and places to form loose links

ǆǚƸǃොෞǟ܃ǋǓæǲǓȨɌȲȟȉǢȰɑÿɇéȞȭȊ֑࣪ۂఫǢ

while respecting the complexity of a city. Sofiane Ouissi, the artistic director

ȤȼȊɋÿɚéȍȊÿȞÿǣåࢮȨɌȲȠǀ୩ǋǚƸǿංࠅǞࡽ܀Ȇ

of Dream City, introduced the complicated realities faced by Tunis, and how

ࢰǅȀƸƿǟȼȎȠȭȊȷɒȆுǉǏǚƸǗǓƿȆॉӿæǉǽǟɅɚ
ȨȎȠȦÿߜޒȼȎȠȭȊȷɒč2.+Ď֑࣪ۂఫǢȟɎɚé*éɅȗɐÿǣå
ȮȟȦɒȫÿɒȆ୷ǋǚ֜ǀԺధǍǿঝઽৠǸȼȎȠȭȊȷɒǢঌǓ
ǞڦǟǘƸǚܯǗǓæ
äౣนܯé҂ܯéඈܯǢƿܯޒǢ୷ຐȆӿǋǓШܵۮքȆ୷ǋåȼȎȠ

his festival has developed. John E. McGrath, who serves as artistic director
of Manchester International Festival, described the new formats of the
festival and the physicality acquired by audiences through digital tools.
Exchanging insights in three languages ( Japanese, English, and French),
the symposium proved an opportunity for the people who gather at festivals
to meet and connect online. After the event was streamed live, an archived
version of the video was made available until the end of F/T20.

ȭȊȷɒǟ࣑ƺঢüǀȑɚɐȋɚǛঌǓǟࣩԀƸåǘǞǀǿǇǜǀǛǁǿ
ԀǜǞǗǓæǲǓåԀࣃׇ༒ǲǛȉÿȒȋȽಠঃǀݵȃȀǓæ
◯

◯Speakers

ȱȦɑÿéȿɚȮȊȪȟčȞɚȓɄÿɒׇߖ࣪ۂߜޒȮȊɓȖȦÿĎ

Natalie Hennedige

ȤȼȊɋÿɚéȍȊÿȞÿčȰɑÿɇéȞȭȊďȨɌȲȠĐ֑࣪ۂఫĎ

(Director Designate, Singapore International Festival of Arts)

ȟɎɚé*éɅȗɐÿ
čɅɚȨȎȠȦÿߜޒȼȎȠȭȊȷɒď2.+Đ֑࣪ۂఫå߆ރਈ౩Ď
௰ԻčȼȎȠȭȊȷɒȯÿȔɎÿäȮȊɓȖȦÿĎ
ӞވਜӑčȼȎȠȭȊȷɒȯÿȔɎÿäحఘȮȊɓȖȦÿĎ

Sofiane Ouissi (Artistic Director, Dream City)
John E. McGrath
(Artistic Director and Chief Executive, Manchester International Festival)
Kaku Nagashima (Director, Festival/Tokyo)
Chika Kawai (Co-Director, Festival/Tokyo)



בګӚಔȀȖǙȒȉ

①2.5
（Wed）②3.18（Wed）③8.27
（Thur）

ǰǌȕǘǨÁǣ«ȒǏȜǡ

旧真和中学校、F/T remote
（オンライン会場）
来場・再生数※①来場：15名 ②133回 ③359回

)7ǋÁǯǌǢǱ«ǽǬǱ

Research

Former Shinwa Junior High School,

Directors’ Lounge

ȼȈȞɑȭÿȦÿêৱഛӑॺäșȠȯ࠲ݷêᄂඋܼпåȉȜȧɖȦɒ

F/T remote (available online)
① Attendees※: 15 ② Views: 133 ③ Views: 359

（Mon）- 12.14
（Mon）
11.30

בګӚಔȀȖǙȒȉ

オンライン
実施回数：全６回 参加者：6名
Online
Sessions: 6 Participants: 6

Research

Artist Pit
Facilitator: Kaori Nishio / Guest Instructors: Koichiro Kokubun, Wataru Asada

äȮȊɓȖȦÿǜحఘȮȊɓȖȦÿǀɂȠȯǜǞǾåƸǲԀƸǓƸåླྀǋǓ

In this series of talks, the directors of Festival/Tokyo are the hosts who

ƸොȆșȠȯǟۃƼåՕగǢȾɔȢȠǸಝگå࠴ݮǟ಼ǿȯÿȖȞɑÿȡæ

invite guests to share their work processes, backgrounds, and ideas.

äޢǣټ੬ଜ߭ӗå࢞ࢥҚࣩӗåȉÿȯȮȊɓȖȦÿȆमǁåǲǕǜ

This year’s guests were a creator of imaginary maps, a young theatre

äęȉÿȭȊȠȯéȻȪȯĚǣܢആിȆ୷ǋǚ߭ോǸ߭ȾɔȢȠǢࡼ

Part of the Research Program, Artist Pit is a training initiative for artists

director, and an art director. In the informal discussions, they exchanged

ȆރǵǚƸǃȉÿȭȊȠȯ݁ǅǢ۩؏ԘȾɔȗɐɇǛƶǿæؔຘǸࢽ

that aims to help enhance their work and creative processes through mutual

ॣۅǸȉÿȯȾɔȟȎȖȯǜǢ֣ڝǢƶǾොåȼȎȠȭȊȷɒǸȉÿȯȮȊ

opinions with the directors about the relationship between the city and

ɓȖȞɎɚǢড়߭ӰணǟƾǅǿęȮȊɓȖȦÿĂҚࣩӗĚǢຍՑǸحఘৰ

theatre venues or art projects, about the role of directors in the creative

߭ǢƶǾොǟǘƸǚШۮȆܵȃǋǓæȜȋȯȠɁȞȼȊȪȖǞ߭ോȆড়߭
ǍǿଳǛǢǲǕǢపৠǢరǳࢣǾොǸଜлǢঢüǜǢ֣ȃǾොåȼȎȠ

ȆଁƺࡦగɓÿȠǢȻȪȯȋɚǢǼƺǟåȉÿȭȊȠȯǀ߭ՕగȆۮ୩

process for ar t d irection or a festival, and about co-productions. The

ǋૅঢ়ȆৣƼǿǓǵǢॣȆ࠵ǋࡽ࠹ǋǚƸǿæ

conversations provided various insights on ways to achieve decision-making

äǢԘ߄ǜǞǗǓ+9Ǜǣå
ęǢȆݮƼǿƸƿǟǦǽǁå

and creativity that are based on collaboration, not least how to interpret the

ƸƿǟඣǌǿƿìĚȆȭÿɅǟå߭ۅӗéҚࣩӗǢৱഛӑॺǀȼȈȞɑ

feedback. Like a pit stop where race cars are refueled and receive repairs,
artists here finetune their approaches and revise their practices.
For its second year, Artist Pit explored the theme of how far participants
will open up in the next ten years. Playwright and director Kaori Nishio
served as the facilitator. The six participants were selected from an open
call and included directors and actors aged from their twenties to forties.

ȭȊȷɒȆ॔ǍǿȋɈÿȟǢଂǾොǸయଔளǛǞƸۍகȾɔȢȠǞǝå

special characteristics of a place and how to interact with local people while

د༦֣ڝǟֻǙǃ߭ǜШ࠴ۍகȆࡽ܀ǍǿǓǵǢොෞǟǘƸǚȹɚȯ

making a site-specific work, how to search for symbolic images of a festival,

ȭÿȦÿȆ๎ǵǓæࠏӒ๙ǣƿǽǢҚࣩӗǸಕພǀܻෆǟ

and decision processes that are not dogmatic.

ǼǗǚǤȀǓæঌڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠցਪीિߵǜǋǚౣணȆȑɚɐȋ

though this also made it accessible to those based outside Tokyo and even

ɚǛࡽ࠹ǋǓǓǵåଜොǸԑԝǟǲǛࠏӒǢ֡݀ȆݎǆǿǇǜǀǛǁǓæ

Japan.

ǀధǽȀǓæ

Unfolding in a dialogue format, and digging up interests, concerns, and

äǲǓåนȯÿȖȞɑÿȡǣિླྀڦǛுԘǋå߭ോȆ֜ǓǔǅǛǣॽ

thoughts on creativity that audiences cannot encounter just by watching a

ȀǽȀǞƸ߭ǟિǍǿ੬ƸǸلå֣উȆچǾӋǆǿǇǜǛåșȠȯࡦ

performance, the talks were a meaningful opportunity to learn about the

ঝǢเ༦ǟॽȀǿШתǞԀǜǞǗǚƸǿæ

guests and their remarkable work.

äੁೡǛǣԳࡦǢ߭ड़ǢȆحǋǞǀǽཱུȆࣞǡǓæ࣑

two guest instructors helped participants probe deeper into the issues that

ǣșȠȯ࠲ݷȆۃƼǓæஸՅǢᄂඋܼпƿǽǣ߭ՕగǢଳǛ୩

arise in collective creativity. Through a discussion of Hannah A rendt,

ՕగӗǛƶǾȉÿȭȊȠȯǛǶƶǿȉȜȧɖȦɒƿǽǣȉÿȯȾɔȟȎȖȯ

philosopher Koichiro Kokubun introduced the problems of power that we face
in creative activities. Cultural activist and artist Wataru Asada presented art
project case studies and challenges, and the significance of involvement in

Ǣࡽ༺ǜӬåȉÿȭȊȠȯǜǋǚǛǣǞǃЮǞǗǓༀॣƿǽ߭ǟڭȃ

creative practices from a position different from that of an artist. Across the

ǿШתǟǘƸǚՅȇǔæ

six-day discussions, the participants were able to redefine in more concrete

ԂǢșȠȯǣåߏǢޡƿǽټ੬ଜčࡽߞǋǞƸ࠱ǢଜĎȆൂǃټ੬ଜ߭ӗ

äౣ֡ǟȃǓǿȮȊȠȒȪȞɎɚȆ୷ǋǚåࠏӒǣǇȀǲǛǢڵ۶Ǹ

Ǣཷޢਧ་ݵæټ੬࠱ęଳફ࠱Ě
ęৱ࠱اĚǢॣۅǸȼȎȠȭȊȷɒȆпईǟ੬ઍǋǚ

ߞ܀Ǣࢣਖ਼ǟǘƸǚǼǾٸઽளǞ܃Ǜகתǋ୩ǋǓæҚۅǟƾǅǿ

ǳǿǇǜǛåӌளՕగǜ࠱Ǣ֣ڝৠȆଂǗǓæ

In the first half, participants shared and discussed the problems they
experience in their practices. In the middle and final part of the program,

߭ǛఴǁǓǿǟǼǾǃ݁ǁވƺǓǵåȾɔȗɐɇǢଳǜࣃǟ
Ǎǿۥ༦ǢǟǘƸǚȶɚȱéȉÿɓɚȯǢཱུݮȆֻǟՅǧåӌ

˰č<JIĎäșȠȯêཷޢਧ་ݵ

Due to the coronavirus pandemic, the entire program was held online,

terms t heir past experiences and current engagements. The program
became an opportunity for them to explore what a “professional ” is in
theatre, and various career prospects not restricted to creative activities.

ęȾɔȼȎȪȞɎȱɒĚǜǣӎƿå߭ՕగǔǅǛǣǞƸમໆǞȉÿȭȊȠ
ȯǢȔɊɑȉுȆଂ؊ǍǿॣǜǞǗǓæ

Guest: Takayuki Imaizumi
The first guest in the talk series was Takayuki Imaizumi, who has created imaginary maps of
nonexistent cities since the age of seven. By envisioning together the festivals and theatres
in the fictional cities of Nagomuru and Saikyo, the talk explored the relationship between
cultural activities and the city.

◯ࠏӒ

◯Participants

ОఊૢຄåӞ۹ࣹӿå٨ఊבåࢭйпå

Takuya Ito, Junsuke Okawara, Mizuki Kondo, Itto Sakai,

ఢࡘ౺åರ۹ຳય

Rino Daidoji, Yuta Hagiwara

˱č<JIĎäșȠȯê०חϣ
ԂǢșȠȯǣåॣǢపৠȆరǳࢣǾåǑǢଜǢঢüǜ֣ȃǾǞǀǽҚۅȆƾǇǞƺ
ҚۅՕৠӌઽZSNǢϷ൵ۗпæȾɔȟȎȖȯǢॉӿȆ୷ǋǚåǞǐॣۅǛǣǞǃǲǕǟ
ࣩǿǢƿåǲǕǜǝȇǞ൸ǟåǝȇǞ֣ڝȆ߭ǗǚƸǿǢƿȆধǡǚƸǗǓæ
Guest: Kenichi Abe
The second session welcomed Kenichi Abe of the “theatre activation group” uni, which
decodes t he character ist ics of a place and t hen makes t heat re t h rough a process of
interaction with local people. Drawing on examples of previous projects, Abe described why
he leaves conventional theatre spaces and goes out into the city, and the ways he builds
relationships with the city and what kinds.

˲č9MZWĎäșȠȯê揭்ຜ
ԂǢșȠȯǣå+9ƿǽ+9ǢȉÿȯȮȊɓȖȞɎɚȆࢥՊǅǿ&QQWNLMY,WFUMNHX
Ǣ揭்ຜæ
ɔțǜɈȋɚȺȟɌȉɒ߽ঌǢಝگåҚۅǜȉÿȯȮȊɓȖȞɎɚǟƾǅǿǑȀǒȀǢȋ
Ɉÿȟ߭ǾǸدఖُ߭ǢොෞǟǘƸǚܯǾވǗǓæ
Guest: Yui Takada
The guest speaker for the third talk was Yui Takada of Allright Graphics, who has handled
the art direction for F/T since the 2019 festival. He spoke about the F/T logo and key visual
relaunches as well as collaborative working styles and image-building in theatre and art
direction.
ŉ+9గъǟǣۓౣࡽ࠹උǢǳڼड़





10.10
（Sat）- 11.8（Sun）

ϾതׅȀȖǙȒȉ

フェスティバル/トーキョー会場内各所、オンラインほか

ǩǍǋȖÁǙ«ǶǘǢǱ

実施回数：全7回 参加者：12名
Various Festival/Tokyo venues, online, etc.

ઽ֑ࢽêଳഛޫഡ

Sessions: 7 Participants: 12

Education & Outreach

8.7（Fri）- 12.4（Fri）

ϾതׅȀȖǙȒȉ

参加者：9名

ǍȜǨÁȜǠǬȀ«ȀȖǙȒȉ

Participants: 9

Education & Outreach

Internship Program

Dialogue Next
Program Supervisor: Misako Nakaone

äޢǛȆۃƼǿՅ৫݁ǅિླྀȾɔȗɐɇæҚǢ֠ॕåȉÿȭȊ

Dialogue Next reached its third year with the 2020 festival. It aims to

ȠȯǜǢિླྀåࠏӒఘࠫǢȮȊȠȒȪȞɎɚǸɖÿȖȞɎȪȾȆ୷ǋǓ

generate diverse values and encounters through watching performances,

મໆǞӐଚ֜ǜǢࣩވƸȆளǜǋǚƸǿæࢽ֑ވǣ߱ǟэǁઢ

talking with artists, discussions among participants, and workshops. As with

ä൲࣪ۂéӌ࣪ۂǢඋຉǛఖǃǇǜȆ࠳Ǎঢߟǟ݁ǅǓؼмൢȾ

This part of the Education & Outreach Program was aimed at people aspiring

ɔȗɐɇæޢǣ߁Յ۩ࢽǸɆÿȭȊɚȗǢȑɚɐȋɚࡽ࠹Ǟǝåցਪ

to work in the performing arts or other areas in the arts and culture sector.

ीિߵǟಠ༏ǋǞǀǽǶમໆǞՅǧǜࡽǢॣȆࡽ܀ǋǓæঌǋƸࡋ

coronavirus pandemic, including training courses and meetings held online. In
a new development, rather than accepting applicants for PR and production

last year, the program supervisor was Misako Nakaone, who produces a

ǁå৷ࠐՅђՅɖÿȖȞɎȪȾȮȝȋȱÿмৡȾɔȗɐɇǢȾɔȮɌÿ

workshop designer training program at Aoyama Gakuin University. The

äԀੁׇǣ߁Յ۩ࢽǜɖÿȖȞɎȪȾǢǯƿå෪௰ࢆٯé෪௰ٯༀଳ

ȜÿȆ๎ǵǿଳഛޫഡȆۃƼǓæ࣪ۂඋຉǢǳǞǽǎໆüǞඋຉ

participants were twelve students majoring not only in arts subjects but also

Ҭऊ֦ǛǢுࡣȆֶӷଗԙƿǽȋɚȦÿɚࢢచǛড়߭æԂǢ߁Յ

in various other disciplines, and who drew on the things they did and did not

practical experience while keeping in mind safety during the ongoing

ǳǜǋǚිݎéড়߭൵ຂпઽڤǢෆ࣑ȆݵƸåොǢࡈƿǽߖ࣪ۂ
ǢпབྷǢ༅ȀȆڵ۶ǛǁǿȾɔȗɐɇݞৡǜǞǗǓæ

ȆਟݗǍǿ๙ǢՅ৫ǀ࣑ƸåǑȀǒȀǢށ୷حǸЮȆࢥǀƿǾǟ

This year, the festival implemented a range of opportunities for learning and

interns separately, the program offered all participants the chance to gain
perspectives on both these aspects of arts festivals.
In the first half of the internship, in addition to training sessions and

۩ࢽǣԀܨੁׇǟඋǅǚࡽ࠹ǉȀåੁೡǣęȉÿȯ354ǢѰѵǟǘƸ

workshops, participants took the lead in planning and preparing the festival’s

The workshop took place over seven sessions, two of which were held

ǚĚ
ęড়߭éිݎéࡓ๎ِǢࠢࡓĚǜƸǗǓ൲࣪ۂඋຉǢֻଛȆࢢ

ex h ibit ion at Tosh i ma Cit y O f f ice a nd Tosh i ma Cent ra l Libra r y. The

äนǢȾɔȗɐɇǣԂǢƺǕԂǀȑɚɐȋɚǛࡽ࠹ǉȀåǑǢ

online, and also included workshops and watching performances, which were

ǞȭÿɅǜǋǓæܨೡǣ൲࣪ۂǢཽਖ਼ǳǟǘƸǚåǲǓǇȀƿǽǢࠢ

ભǢɖÿȖȞɎȪȾé֠ॕિླྀంǣցਪीિߵȆǜǾǞǀǽિǛݵȃ

all conducted with due care for social distancing. The online sessions, where

િླྀȆǵǚƸǗǓæ

ȀǓæǑȀǒȀǢ܃ǟǀ࣑ǲǾǸǍƸȑɚɐȋɚǜåॣǢඖТ
ȆحǋǞǀǽটǵǿɑȉɒǞિླྀǀܢǟ໊߭ǋåԂȆ୴ƺǈǜǟȚ
ɆɌȲȘÿȞɎɚǀ෪ƿǟǞǗǚƸǗǓæ
äǲǜǵǢԀǛǣࠏӒǀࠍǘǢȗɒÿȾǟඋƿȀå
ęિླྀǟǘƸǚĚǸ

have in common to advance their dialogue together.

seven-part training was divided in two halves. In the first, interns studied the
basics of the professional performing arts, including how an arts nonprofit is

ࡓǸࡦঝǢȔɊɑȉȾɐɚǟǘƸǚåתݷǜȮȊȠȒȪȞɎɚȆࡽ࠹æȋɚ

run and what jobs in production, publicity, and administration entail. In the

where participants experienced the shared mood in the location, worked

Ȧÿɚ৫ƿǽǣɍȲÿȖƿǘٸઽளǞۮǀƶǗǓǜƸƺ৯ǀƶǀǗǓæ

second half, interns took part in lectures and discussions about the framework

reciprocally, helping communication grow richer with each session.

äࢽ۩ॣ܀ǣࡽଜǛǢՕగԂȆ໗ƼåԳȾɔȗɐɇǛǢցਪीિߵ

it was easier to focus on individual remarks, and the in-person discussions,

In the wrap-up session, the participants split into three groups, and gave
presentations on such themes as dialogue and seeing versus being seen.

ӋǛࡽ࠹æȾɔȗɐɇઽȆ୷ǋࣙǞિүǀ؊ǵǽȀǿଳåȋɚȦÿ

of the performing arts as well as career planning and possible future jobs.
Interns said that they would able to make unique and concrete discoveries.
On-site training was also held for various parts of the festival, though with

ɚǣȠȦȪȼǜབྷڭǋǞǀǽُ๎ǟڭȃǗǓæ߆ੁǛՕຑǍǿમໆǞ

measures in place to ensure safety, such as reducing the number of sessions.

and then spent time expressing their feelings and impressions not through

ॻࢪéༀॣǢ࠲ݷǟǼǿɓȖȨɊÿǸॣ܀ǛǢȠȦȪȼéȉÿȭȊȠȯǜ

Having received requests for more flexibility across the program, interns

ǛǢȧȋȉɔÿȗéȴȖȠȯȆঋǾඵǾå܃ǛǣǞǃ౹ઓڦǛց१é

words, but with clay. In this way, the participants could share their varied,

Ǣ֣ȃǾȆ୷ǋåঌǓǞঢߟǀ൲࣪ۂéӌ࣪ۂǟિǍǿۮȆǵå

ց੬Ȇാ܀Ǎǿ࡛֡ǀǜǽȀǓæԳࠏӒఘࠫǀǑȀǒȀǢ࡚ǘમໆ

unique mindsets with one another.

ęۮǿéۮǽȀǿǟǘƸǚĚǞǝǢȭÿɅǛാȆݵǗǓæǑǢܨåǇȀǲ

They followed this with a look back over the Dialogue Next sessions to date,

तǟǘƸǚݮƼǚƸǃԀǜǞǗǓæ

carried out duties in partnership with members of the festival team. Through
lectures by leading figures in a range of professionals and positions, and
interacting on-site with artists and festival staff, the internship program
proved an opportunity for participants to gain deeper insights into the

ǛɍȲÿȖǞȆحǍǿ࡛֡ǜǞǗǓæ

performing arts and cultural sector as well as to think about their futures in
the industry.

開催スケジュール
第1回 10月10日（土）13:00-15:30
キックオフミーティング

※オンライン実施

F/Tディレクターとの対話

ゲスト：長島 確

第5回 11月1日（日）15:00-18:30
村川拓也『ムーンライト』観劇
村川拓也との対話
ゲスト：村川拓也

第2回 10月11日（日）13:30-17:30
演劇ワークショップ

第6回 11月3日（火・祝）13:00-17:30

講師：三浦直之（ロロ主宰）

※オンライン実施

『Berak』鑑賞（※事前に視聴）
対話プログラムを予定

第3回 10月25日（日）11:30-15:00

ゲスト：モハマド・ファレド・ジャイナル、ショーン・チュア

モモンガ・コンプレックス 『わたしたちは、そろっている。』
ストリーミング配信視聴

第7回 11月8日（日）11:00-18:30

感想共有会

まとめの会

※途中休憩を含む

ゲスト：長島 確・河合千佳
第4回 10月29日（木）16:30-19:00
モモンガ・コンプレックス

白神ももことの対話

ゲスト：白神ももこ





登録者：524名 参加者：47名

ϾതׅȀȖǙȒȉ

10.13（Tue）- 11.15（Sun）

)7%RRNV

Registrations: 524 Participants: 47

ジュンク堂書店 池袋本店 9F

)7ǞȆÁǨÁ

Junkudo Ikebukuro 9th floor

Education & Outreach

F/T Volunteer Supporters
ä+9ȽȪȖȠǣåࠏӒȉÿȭȊȠȯǟǼǿऊéّȆȍȎȽǟܻԘǋåऊூǛǢுࡣೱȆݵ
ƺֶ༺ݒӷǛƶǿæൾݎƸ੩ǟ+9ǟلȆ࡚ǗǚǶǽƺǁǗƿǅȆ߭Ǿå߭ോȆǼǾǃଛǗǚ
ä+9ȆүҘǋпईǟ৬Ǿड़ǆǿ+9ȜɄÿȦÿǣåลƿǽ

Every year, the F/T Volunteer Supporters help in the running of the festival

ǲǛൾݎƸཇ੩ǀࠏӒǋåߞ܀ǲǛǛ๙ȆୡƼǿུǀ࣑

and attract participants of various ages, from teenagers to those in their

ǲǗǚƸǿæ

sixties. Over 500 people to date have registrated as volunteers.
This year, as part of the measures introduced by the festival to reduce the

ǶǽƺǓǵǢࠏ༘ࡎݮȆࢹଛǍǿǇǜȆளǜǋǚƸǿæޢǣę੬ઍ༦ĚǸęߞ܀ǢՕగǟѷو
ȆࢰǅǓนĚǜƸƺŹǘǢȭÿɅȆǅåȉÿȭȊȠȯǜȮȊɓȖȦÿ ๙ƿǽåڼވȦȋȯɒǢ
นǸӊՇǞǝǀ࣑ǲǗǓæ

äޢǣঌڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠցਪीિߵǟǼǾåॣ܀ǛȠȦȪȼǜǜ

risk of coronavirus infection, there were no volunteer activities that involved

äथਕǸّףåՅ࣪ऊǟӷå>TZ9ZGJǢగӷǲǛમֿǟȃǓǿȚɚȭɚȫȆܻ-5ǟȚɈɚ

ǶǟԀॣѰѵȆݵƺęѰѵȜɄÿȦÿĚǞǝҿǛൕపகમǜไǟਏ

contact with the general public indoors, such as those usually undertaken by

ȯǜǜǶǟߛڬåȟɌɚȖఙऊூଠ્นூԙ࣪ۂऊȚÿȱÿǛȼȎȉȆுԘǋǓæ

ॽǍǿӓಂৠǢƶǿՕగǣݵȃǞƿǗǓæƿȃǾǟ?TTRȆ໊ࠥǋǓȑ
ɚɐȋɚǛǢɖÿȖȞɎȪȾǸ๙฿ǢदঢǛǢຉԝǛǢՕగȆ

volunteers helping the festival team to run the venues. Instead, the festival
organized workshops online via Zoom as well as outdoor activities with fewer

äఘǌǃȟɌɚȖఙଠ્นூԙ१ිȚÿȱÿǛுԘǉȀǚƸǓ-FSI8F\5WJXX
ěǜǧǔǏíȓ
ɑ೪ш߽ঃֻଜĜǢ5TUZU?.3*ȠȦɚȰǢѷوƿåޢǣƿǽੁೡǢ࢞Ƹཇ੩

than ten people.

ݵǗǓæ

Ǣ֣উȆ࣑ǵǿǇǜǀǛǁǓæȉÿȭȊȠȯǢȚɈɚȯǀऊƿȀǓ545ǟࢡƿȀݹǋǓǜƸƺ৯
Ƕમǃ־ǏǽȀǓæ

ɑɉÿȯǛпईǟӊՇȆǘǃȁƺíĠঝ٨ǞӊȆ࣑ǵǿåਖ਼ǳༀǚǿ
7JRTYJ2ZXNH<TWPXMTU,FYMJWNSLFSI&XXJRGQNSL+FRNQNFW8TZSIX

This regular part of the festival aims to help F/T reach new audiences and provide materials that can
deepen understanding of the works in the program through a selection of books and music by
participating artists, presented on the F/T website and also available for sale at a bookstore. This
year, fifty-four books and pieces of music were collected from twenty-three artists and directors,
either inspired by the theme of the imagination or examples of books that have influenced their work.
Encompassing novels, plays, academic books, manga, and even YouTube videos, the wide range of
content was shared on the F/T website with comments from the selectors, while the large branch of
Junkudo in Ikebukuro displayed the books in its arts section.
This year attracted particular interest from younger people in their teens and early twenties,
possibly due to the Pop-Up Zine Stand, which was installed on the ground floor of Junkudo as part of
“Pop-up Riso Zine Studio” by Hand Saw Press. Many people said that the artists’ comments on the
display inspired them to buy the books.

ä+9ܻɆɌÿȟȪȖȆّ߭ǋǓ௵ن৩֨ǢȱȺșÿȯǛå?TTRȆࠥ
໊ǋǓȑɚɐȋɚǢɖÿȖȞɎȪȾȆԘ߄ǋǓæ
äɖÿȖȞɎȪȾǣ֗Ȇ૮ǃӊǸȰȉȆԘǅඣǵǍǿӊǞǝåঝ٨Ǟߟ
Ȇ࣑ǵӊՇ߭ോȆ߭ǍǿǜƸƺǔǗǓæࡁǓǕǀൢଗଛǿǇǜǀ
ƶǲǾǞƸ߭ോǜǋǚǢęӊՇĚǀ৫ǲȀǿ࣯֡ǸǑǢӰணǟༀǕވǗǓ
ǇǜǛåࡁǓǕǢࢹǾǟǓǾੁǢǼƺǟƶǿęӊĚǜåঢǢࢥǛǘǃǾǔ
ǉȀǓęӊՇĚǜǢжƸǟǘƸǚݮƼǿԀǜǞǗǓæջৡǋǓ߭ോǣܻ

పණد༦êȟɌɚȖఙऊூଠ્นூ

-5ǛɖÿȖȞɎȪȾǢໆǜǜǶǟܻԘǋǓæ

Special cooperation from Junkudo Ikebukuro

Led by Kiyomaru Togo, who created F/T’s official theme music, this two-part
workshop was held online via Zoom. It involved creating pieces of music by
gathering familiar sounds such as those of tapping a can or opening and

ஃࠥ¦([KLELWLRQV

closing a door. By witnessing the usually unknown moment and process
when music emerges as a work of art, the workshop prompted participants to

Toshima City Office (Marugoto Museum)

think about the sounds that we take for granted all around us, and how they

②9.26（Sat）- 10.22（Thur）

are different from music that is made by someone. The completed pieces of

豊島区立中央図書館

music were released on the festival website along with video of the workshop

Toshima Central Library

sessions.

äȼȎȠȭȊȷɒǢԀׇǟƶȃǏå෪௰ࢆٯęࢆǲǿǈǜɆɌÿȟȉɇĚǧ෪௰ٯༀଳҬ

ܻԘɑȶÿȜɒǟࠏӒǋǼƺí
4UJS7JMJFWXFQXKTW;TQZSYJJW8ZUUTWYJWX

ऊ֦Ǜȸȴɒǜ֣བྷऊਅȆுࡣǋǓæ
ä༕ுࡣǜǶȋɚȦÿɚ๙ǀǘǢȨÿɇǟඋƿȀåȑɚɐȋɚǛǢȮȊȠȒȪȞɎɚȆ୷ǌǓحఘ

ä߭ോǢ߭ӰணǟࠏӒǋǚǶǽƺęܻԘɑȶÿȜɒǟࠏӒǋǼƺíĚǛ

Three open rehearsals (for “The Journey to a Journey to a Journey” and “A

ড়߭ȆݵǗǓæ

ǣå
ěЯగࣤߖझூԦǲǰȁǋඳĜǢֶӷęǑǢ༐Ǣ༐Ǣ༐Ěǜęǳȇ

Festival by Everyone” from “Roaming Shopping Street Festival: Phantom

äęࢆǲǿǈǜɆɌÿȟȉɇĚǛǣåঌڤȚɔȱȍȋɒȠǢ༅ݵӋǛԘ߄ǉȀǿę+9ǟǘƸǚ

Edition,” and for “The City & The City: Divided Senses” ) were held for

ଛǗǚǶǽƺĚǜƸƺઽȆ֞ǃȭÿɅȆகǋå
ę੬ઍ༦ǟǘƸǚĚ
ęޢǢȾɔȗɐɇǟǘƸǚĚǞǝ

ǞǢШǜǋǚǢࣤߖǜǣĚåǑǋǚ+9Ģ'.5&2ܵ༅ȾɔȟȎȖȯ
ě9MJ(NY^ 9MJ(NY^)N[NIJI8JSXJXĜǢڼźԂǢܻԘɑȶÿȜɒȆ
ݵǗǓæࠏӒǣ֜ǛȉÿȭȊȠȯǸȠȦȪȼǜШܵۮքȆݵƸå
֜ۅǔǅǛǣధǽȀǞƸ߭ോȆǃԁǍǿࣞחǞԀǜǞǗǓæ

①10.1（Thur）- 11.27（Fri）
豊島区本庁舎内
「庁舎まるごとミュージアム」

volunteers to give them insights into the creative process behind the
festival’ s productions. Participants had the opportunity to share their

ǑȀǒȀǢЙǟҙǗǓڼฤǢȸȴɒǀড়߭éுࡣǉȀǓæ

opinions with the artists and festival team from an audience’s point of view,

äऊ֦Ǜǣ+9ǢపȚÿȱÿǀଣǉȀåȾɔȗɐɇǟ֣བྷǋǓऊਅǢऊéಠӜéுࡣȆ

and could gain an understanding of the productions not possible only from

ݵǗǓæऊǣમԾளǞࡈƿǽȾɔȗɐɇȆۮǘǵåؼ࣪ۂмǸଜлȉÿȯåЯ์åȟȎɚȧÿǟ

watching a finished performance.

֣ǍǿǶǢǞǝໆüǞȟɊɚɒƿǽڼȆࣩǋǓæ
ä࣑ǲȀǞƸ֏شǔƿǽǇǑǢେǞླྀǋވƸåحȆڵǚࡽ࠹ǉȀǓนுࡣǣåમǃǢ์ٯǟ൲
࣪ۂǢเ༦ȆॉӿǍǿࣞחǞԀǜǞǗǓæ
Concurrently with the festival, exhibitions of displays and related publications were held at Toshima
City Office (Marugoto Museum) and Toshima Central Library. For both exhibitions, interns divided
into three teams and did the planning through online discussions.
At Marugoto Museum, twenty panels were produced to showcase the 2020 festival’s program and
theme of imaginations, and all designed to inform people about F/T20, which was taking place in the
midst of the coronavirus pandemic.
At Toshima Central Library, a special corner was set up with books related to the festival. The
selection of seventy-four books explored the festival’s program from a wide range of perspectives,
drawing from books about arts education, regional art, migration, gender, and more.
Planned through a process of careful discussion and sharing of ideas because the organizers could
not be in the same place together, the exhibitions were valuable ways to introduce the performing
arts to many local residents in Toshima.
5MTYTêਧࠐ





●チケット一般発売
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äนǣҚ߭ۅോǢȑɚɐȋɚಠঃǜƸƺǇȀǲǛǟǞƸࡋǳȆࡽ
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● 収入 Income
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●カルチべート・システム
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ȒɒȨɀÿȯéȞȠȭɇǟǈࠜدƸǓǔƸǓǳǞǉǲ
ڏ۹ذčաԀࢍȓȋȉȚɆɌȲȘÿȞɎɚȡĎĂҲࠐ࠳תåભ๙

主催プログラムタイトル
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བྷڭȾɔȗɐɇ
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ŉగъǟǣுࡣåབྷڭȾɔȗɐɇǣ֩ǲǎ
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ŉȑɚɐȋɚࠏӒȆ֩Ǵä.SHQZIJXTSQNSJUFWYNHNUFSYX

一般前売

先行割引

F/T remote

参加無料・予約不要

Hand Saw Press
『とびだせ！ガリ版印刷発信基地』

ZINE作成費

A4（ペラ/２つ折り）2版まで無料（ひとり１日１回まで）
※制作された原稿は印刷され次第、後日ZINEスタンドに設置されます。
※参加方法など詳細は個別のプログラムページをご覧ください。

自由席

参加無料・予約優先

F/T remote

¥1,500

『神の末っ子アネモネ』
モモンガ・コンプレックス
『わたしたちは、そろっている。
』

自由席
スタンディング
F/T remote

¥3,500

¥2,500

自由席

¥3,500

¥2,500

¥1,500

●先行割引チケット（劇場上演演目のみ）

Early Bird Discounts (for in-person performances)

テアター・エカマトラ
『Berak』

F/T remote

¥1,000

ׇ֡êč<JIĎ‒ č8FYĎ
Ցэêп೯ੁȨȘȪȯǢຎĶ4++æฤ܅கæ

4SXFQJFR8JUYJRGJW-UR8JUYJRGJW
&UUWT] TKKWJLZQFWFI[FSHJYNHPJYX QNRNYJIF[FNQFGNQNY^

F/T × BIPAM 交流プロジェクト
『The City & The City: Divided Senses』

自由席
F/T remote

参加無料・予約優先

äౣ֡܅கǛ߆ǶЕӐǟȨȘȪȯȆݹǛǁǿਛݵՑэೱȆน

Early bird discounts were once again offered on tickets for four days only.
Available for the two productions performed before live audiences at theatre
venues, advance tickets at the discounted rate sold out on the same day. This
is a testament to audience demand for this popular scheme.

シンポジウム

F/T remote

¥500

ディレクターズ・ラウンジ

F/T remote

無料

Ƕڶઢࡽ࠹ǋǓæ
äܻॣۅҚҚ߭ോǢƺǕਛݵՑэȆࡽ࠹ǋǓҚǣੁۙǀ

学生

野外
F/T remote

『ムーンライト』

è  ǪǚǬǱ¦7LFNHWVé

席種

『移動祝祭商店街 まぼろし編』

ファビアン・プリオヴィル・ダンス・カンパニー
『Rendez-Vous Otsuka South & North』

ŉǲǛǢܻҚéॣ

ڼވ

As part of the festival’s efforts to help the future leaders of the performing
arts foster their knowledge, experience, and development, F/T introduced
the Cultivation System in 2018, collecting donations from individual sponsors
to provide complimentary tickets to young audiences and to cover some of
the costs of the Research and Education & Outreach programs.
This year, given the restrictions in place over audience numbers for
performances at theatres, complimentary tickets were not provided to young
audiences registered in the system. Instead, the donations collected from
individuals were used solely for organizing the Research and Education &
Outreach programs.

بǣଳ࠼æࢬ࠺ǟࠜఘǋǓ܇ঢƿǽ־ǏǽȀǓࠜد٩ǣå۩؏Ԙ
ǧؼмൢȾɔȗɐɇǢѰѵഔ໊ǟ໊ࠥǋǓæ

ड़ҚéಠঃȾɔȗɐɇ

This year, the festival launched its first streaming program, enabling it to
cultivate new audiences who have not previously had the opportunity to
attend performances in person. For the streamed events, only one type of
ticket was available, and the usual passes, student tickets, and other
discounts were not offered. There was a significant increase in the number of
people buying tickets from overseas, accounting for 53 percent of ticket
purchases for “Berak.”
For the performances held at theatre venues with in-person audiences,
ticket discounts were available for students, high school students and
younger, and the disabled. For tickets sold on the door, many people made
use of the PayPay contactless payment system, which was introduced at the
festival last year. If circumstances continue to advocate the use of
contactless and non-face-to-face payment methods to reduce the risk of
coronavirus infection, we should consider offering PayPay again at the next
festival and beyond.

Cultivation System

ä+9Ǜǣå฿Ǣ൲࣪ۂǢଁƸࢥǓǕǀଛȆବƼåڵ۶Ȇ
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UR4HYTGJW-UR3T[JRGJW
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● 支出 Expenditure

ਜҐĂ ^JSZSNYX

General Tickets

ॣۅड़ҚҚêč8ZSĎ‒ č8FYĎ
ȑɚɐȋɚಠঃҚêč9MZWĎ ‒ č8ZSĎ

高校生以下

¥2,300

¥1,000

¥2,300

¥1,000

ગౣջǋǓæ֜ǢǢރǉǀࠤƼǿېӛǜǞǗǓæ
ċǪǚǬǱثơƥࣼೖ়ƂիƴǂƴƏ¨
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Given that F/T20 was taking place while the coronavirus was spreading, and amid
shifts in society, the public mood, and the media in response to the pandemic,
greater flexibility than ever before was required for publicizing and promoting the
festival in order to adapt to these irregular circumstances. The lineup
announcement that usually takes place around May was forced to postpone until
July. The festival engaged in publicity activities on a short-term basis while closely
monitoring the fluid situation with the planned productions and events, not least
the problems posed to bringing overseas productions to the festival because of the
coronavirus. Accordingly, the festival made proactive use of online tools like video
streaming, and advertised primarily online. The press conference announcing the
festival programs was held for the first time in an online format, meaning it was
open not only to the media but also regular members of the general public, and the
streamed video achieved over 700 views.
The festival website included a special F/T remote page, bringing together the
productions and events available for viewing online, with the aim of improving
communication via social media and of establishing a brand for the festival as a
place to stream videos.
Art direction was once again handled by Yui Takada of Allright Graphics,
following on from the 2019 festival. The key visual symbolizing the festival theme
of “Whither Imaginations?” became a central part of the publicity, and various
plans were implemented that gave a sense of the possibilities for art even during
the coronavirus pandemic.
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ɄȠȦÿ
5TXYJW

Since the uncertainty ushered in by the coronavirus meant that confirming
the program details took longer than usual, the booklet published by the
festival each year was not made for the 2020 festival, but flyers, posters,
and tabloid-sized f lyers were produced using the key visual as well as
letterpress-printed postcards. The tabloid flyers were printed on the front
and reverse with two versions of the key visual, resulting in a design that
harnessed two different looks.
The circumstances made it difficult to distribute publicity materials to
theatres to the same extent as previously, though they were sent to the
addresses of people registered on the mailing list as well as circulated to
cultural facilities, cafes, and hair salons in Tokyo. The tabloid flyers were
posted mainly in the Toshima area and more extensively than last year. In
this way, the festival adopted approaches that targeted both audiences who
regularly attend F/T and performing arts events as well as audiences who
rarely go to theatres.
Like with the 2019 festival, banner advertising was hung on the outside of
Seibu Ikebukuro Department Store, while a commercial played on digital
signage at two entrances to I kebukuro Station. As such, the publicity
campaign was effective at leaving an impressive about the festival on
people using Ikebukuro Station, which is one of the busiest train stations in
Japan.
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ȟɌȉɒǜǞǗǓæ
For the 2020 festival’s logo and visual identity, Takada continued with
t he d e s i g n c o nc ept t h at he st a r t e d i n 2 019, a i m i n g t o ex pre s s
something that is hard to grasp, that is fluid and has movement, and
that is open to change. Taking inspiration from the festival theme of
“Whither Imaginations?,” he chose the symbol of a bird that f lies to
where it wants to go, whenever it wants to go t here, regardless of
national borders. This key visual was produced as a still image as well
as t wo t y pes of montages w it h or igi na l music by K iyoma r u Togo.
Separated by the slash that is part of the festival’s visual identity, and
morphing from human to bird, and from bird to human, the two types of
bird images created by illust rator A k i na Haga expressed how t he
frames around our imaginations are expanding through F/T and the
performing arts. Set against a clear yet vividly blue backdrop serving
as t he si g n at u re color, t he w h it e bi rd s v i su a l ly a nd i nt u it ively
represented the unique possibilities of the performing arts. In this way,
the visual design for the festival conveyed a sense of hope in these
uncertain times.



ȉÿȯȮȊɓȖȞɎɚê揭்ຜ
ȋɐȠȯêӻƶǁǞ

Art Direction: Yui Takada

ӊՇê௵ن৩֨

Music: Kiyomaru Togo

Ȯȝȋɚêᚙఊૢࡽ

Design: Takumi Saito

ȮȝȋɚȚÿȮȊȴÿȦÿê揭்൲

Design Coordinator: Mai Takada

Illustrator: Akina Haga
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WJRTYJĚǜǋǚПଣൖǅǓǇǜǶåޢǞǽǛǣǢਢ༃ǛƶǗǓæ
ä9\NYYJWå+FHJGTTPå.SXYFLWFRǞǝǢ838ǔǅǛǞǃå१ිঃǜ
ȾɔȗɐɇǢಠঃǢࢥଗǜǋǚ>TZ9ZGJȨɊɚȴɒȆǇȀǲǛНड़ǟՕ
໊ǋǓæȨɊɚȴɒུǶ߱ƿǽঢНड़ƼঢǜǞǗǓæ
+9Ǜǣ57గӷǸȯÿȖǞǝǢగӷȆಠঃǋåǇȀǽǢ߅৫
ǣŉǜǞǗǓæӰؗ+9ǢȚɚȭɚȫǶ֩ǵǿǜǢ߅৫
ǣԂǜǞǾåࡈǢؘࣔȏɑȉǣౣนНԝǢȉȟȉۜǀમ
ƸæȑȼɐȋɚǛǢड़ҚǀౘǋƸ࡛ǛǶåȏɑȉȆȃǎǟȾɔȗɐɇ
Ǹ१ිȆశǅǽȀǿӓಂৠȆضǃցǌǿېӛǜǞǗǓæ

è)7ǓȜȒǍȜќูಔഀӂ¦)72QOLQH3UHVV&RQIHUHQFHé

H av i n g a l ready become i n recent t i mes t he most i mp or t a nt way t o
disseminate information, online media has proved even more indispensable
during the volatile social conditions caused by the coronavirus pandemic.
The F/T20 website employed a striking design with an animated version
of the key visual on the home page. The elements in the global navigation
(the guidance menus shared across all pages on the website) were reduced,
aiming for a more refined design and enhanced usability. In anticipation of
an increased number of streamed performances due to the coronavirus
making in-person performances unrealistic, F/T remote was set up as its
own section of the website introducing all the videos that were available to
watch. I n t his way, it became an online “venue” in its own right and a
strategy very particular to the year’s circumstances.
The importance of social media like Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram is
ever more apparent, but 2020 saw the festival especially make use of its
YouTube channel as a means of disseminating information and streaming
videos. This boosted the channel subscribers from over 600 to 2,580. In
total, the festival streamed forty videos, including promotional videos and
talks, and which cumulatively received 20,718* views. I ncluding video
content from previous editions of the festival, the total number of views on
the channel for 2020 was 257,105. It is also notable that many of viewers
watched f rom ot her pa r t s of A sia. I n a t i me when per for m i n g to a n
in-person audience is difficult, these results gave a strong sense of the
potential to deliver festival content and information regardless of location.

)7ǓȜȒǍȜќูಔഀӂ
 +WNä+9WJRTYJčȑɚɐȋɚԀॣĎ
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ȋȽಠঃǋǓæԀॣƿǽǢࠏӒǀౘǋƸޒȉÿȭȊȠȯǢԳ؛Ȇ৫
ଳڶǋåȾɔȗɐɇǢॉӿǸࡼרүఃȆݵǗǓæǲǓåԑԝȉÿȭȊȠȯ
ƿǽǢȺȮȑɈȪȢÿȟǶॉӿǋǓæԳȾɔȗɐɇǢȆொƼǿǔǅ
ǛǣǞǃåȚɔȱӡǟƾƸǚǶȼȎȠȭȊȷɒȆࡽǋǚƸǃۍШȆാ๛
ǍǿॣǜǞǗǓæ

)72QOLQH3UHVV&RQIHUHQFH
 +WNä+9WJRTYJ F[FNQFGQJTSQNSJ
Held last year at Toshima City Office for invited members of the media, the
main press conference announcing the festival lineup was this year streamed
live from the F/T office for general viewers. The event introduced the
festival’s productions and offered people the chance to ask questions. Artists
in Japan who could not attend in person instead spoke live from their
respective locations, while overseas artists recorded video messages in
advance. Not simply an event for presenting the content of the festival
programs, the press conference was an opportunity to show how the festival
can be held even in the midst of the coronavirus pandemic.
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In order to reach general audiences and industry professionals who do not
speak Japanese, Festival/Tokyo provides information in English on its
website, newslet ter, a nd socia l med ia cha n nels. Held i n a yea r when
international travel was extremely difficult, F/T20 inevitably had to rethink
its publicity approaches. Nonetheless, because the festival was presented
partly online, it actually became more accessible to global audiences than
ever before.
“Berak,” which streamed with subtitles in multiple languages (including
Japanese, English, and Chinese), attracted particularly strong interest from
viewers based internationally, who accounted for around half of ticket
sales. However, some parts of the online program had issues. “Momonga
Complex” was ultimately available only to viewers in Japan due to the
streaming system, which did not accept people paying and viewing outside
t he cou nt r y. Despite hav i ng overseas g uest s a nd st rea m i ng on l i ne,
i nter pret at ion for t he sy mposiu m was on ly ava i lable for v iewers i n
Japanese. As an international festival, we need to continue considering how
accessible we can make online programs for all audiences.
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ä+9ǢȾɔȗɐɇȆમԾளǟȃƺǓǵǢȍȎȽɅȓȟɚę+9+THZXĚ
æǢ
ݵԘࠬƿǽǇȀǲǛนНड़ǢࡓזȆߛڬǋǚƸǿæޢǣ٢؇ࡓૅਞ܃ӋǛݵǗ
ǓȮȊɓȖȦÿǬǢȋɚȦȺɌÿǟǣǌǲǾåࠏӒȉÿȭȊȠȯǢȋɚȦȺɌÿǸșȠȯǜǢ

The questionnaire distributed to audiences at F/T venues each year was changed
to an online format as an anti-coronavirus measure, and responses were collected
in both Japanese and English. In addition to sharing the link to the online
questionnaire on the festival website and social media channels, a QR code was
displayed at the festival venues that provide direct access to the questionnaire
form. Emails were also sent to people who had bought tickets or made
reservations, encouraging them to complete the questionnaire. An original
postcard was sent to respondents in Japan to thank them for their cooperation.
Employing these various approaches to encourage audiences to
give their
feedback remotely, the festival collected 157 responses.
The level of satisfaction in the festival’s events and programs was 89.8% (the
combined total of “very good” and “good” responses). When separated by
production or event, the number of responses for “Rendez-Vous” was the highest,
followed by “We assemble together” and “Divine Daughter Anemone.” The
percentage of respondents who said that they wanted to attend a similar event
next year was 82.2%.
Examining audiences by age, the most numerous age group was audiences in
their thirties (27.4%), followed by those in their twenties (24.8%). Reflecting the
situation this year whereby it was difficult to travel to the festival from faraway,
most audiences lived in Tokyo (58.6%). Nonetheless, responses were received
widely, including from Hokkaido in the far north of Japan to Okinawa in the south,
and also from outside the country. This indicates that people were able to watch
events online regardless of where they lived.
Audiences obtained information about the festival mostly through online
platforms, with the festival website and social media combined accounting for
59.2% of responses, which was significantly higher than last year’s most common
means (flyers). Many audiences said that they had wanted to attend the festival
due to an interest in the event or project, which, at 72%, was higher than those who
had a general interest in F/T (49.7%) or in the performers, directors, or other
creators (41.4%). This would seem to indicate that promoting specific events and
projects through online platforms proved an effective means of publicizing the
festival.
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F/T Focus is an online magazine that offers audiences various content for getting more out

ǛǶൾݎƸ੩ƿǽԂఃȆࢸ࣑Ǎǿ݊൘ȆǋǓǜǇȁ۔ǀ࣑ǲǗǓæ

of the festival. Since its launch with the 2016 festival, it has published over a hundred

äȾɔȗɐɇǢજǣęǜǚǶજĚǜęજĚǢڼވǀ ǜރƸ

articles. For F/T20, the magazine continued to publish content until the end of the festival,

ଚǜǞǗǓæҚණǢԂఃǣě7JSIJ_;TZXĜǀ߆Ƕમǃå
ěȃǓǋǓ

starting with an interview with the F/T directors conducted in the spring during the state of

ǕǣåǑȁǗǚƸǿæĜ
ěকǢำǗȉȴɉȴĜǜઢƸǚƸǿæ
ęǶఘໆ

emergency, and followed by interviews with artists, a discussion between two artists, and

ǢȾɔȗɐɇǟࠏӒǋǓƸĚǣ ǛƶǗǓæ

reviews. I n addition to reading articles about this year’ s and previous editions of the

äॣǢટৠǣණǟۮǿǜǀĶǜ߆ǶમǃåઢƸǚ

festival, visitors actively shared the content on social media, with one article receiving over

ǀĶǜǞǗǚƸǿæؘࣔȏɑȉǣҤොƿǽǢЯగǀౘǋƿǗǓ६ؾǀ

270 shares on Facebook. In this way, the magazine serves not only as a means of obtaining

ೢѸǉȀǚƾǾå߆મǀ௵اǢ ǔǗǓæભොޒǛǣฉԑఢƿǽҼ

information about events at the festival but also as a platform for reading and sharing

ǲǛൾݎƸȏɑȉƿǽåǉǽǟԑԝƿǽǢԂఃǶƶǗǓæНड़Ǣېӛǣ

interesting content in its own right.
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ä१ිǢࢥڵཞǜǋǚǣ+9ȍȎȽȜȋȯǜ838ǀވȃǏǚĶǜǞǗ
URL < https://www.festival-tokyo.jp/webmagazine.html >
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【インタビュー】都市の祭りが果たす役割 F/Tディレクターインタビュー＜前編＞
長島 確・河合千佳
（インタビュー・文：萩原雄太）

【インタビュー】
「東京は汚いものを隠す街」
アーティストの五感が捉えた東京とバンコク

āȀȖǙȒȉƥźƁƂƝƍƕƁ

āӄࡑƤశ༉

櫻内憧海、曽根千智、渡邊織音

¦ :KDWZDV\RXULPSUHVVLRQ
¦ RIWKHHYHQW"

¦ $JH

（文：萩原雄太／撮影：鈴木 渉）



【インタビュー】
想像力は移動できる F/Tディレクターインタビュー＜後編＞
長島 確・河合千佳
（インタビュー・文：萩原雄太）
【インタビュー】権力 を考える〜これからの10年に必要な約束
西尾佳織（鳥公園）インタビュー

【インタビュー】よりシンプルにわかりやすくなっていい。









――村川拓也インタビュー

āךǑȓǋ
¦ :K\GLG\RXDWWHQG
¦ )HVWLYDO7RN\R"



Ķ



村川拓也

Ķ

（聞き手・構成：宮崎敦史／撮影：鈴木 渉）



Ķ

Ķ

西尾佳織（鳥公園）
（インタビュー・文：河野桃子）



【インタビュー】舞台美術家は、小さな「変異」を起こして街を変えていく

Ķ

――セノ派・坂本遼インタビュー
【インタビュー】個人の声が街を変え、公共空間を作る
――２年目のガリ版印刷発信基地

セノ派・坂本 遼
（文：もてスリム／写真：泉山朗土）

Hand Saw Press
（インタビュー・文：野中モモ）
【インタビュー】人が集まれない時代に、舞台美術家はいかなる「景」を生み出すのか
――セノ派・杉山至インタビュー
セノ派・杉山 至

【インタビュー】
「プロセス」を見せることで、豊かな情景が広がってゆく
――セノ派・中村友美インタビュー
セノ派・中村友美
（文：もてスリム／写真：泉山朗土）

（文：もてスリム 撮影：鈴木 渉）
【インタビュー】混乱の時代に 祈り を届けるために
【インタビュー】リアリティとの戯れ――ファビアン・プリオヴィルの世界
ファビアン・プリオヴィル
（インタビュー・文：武藤大祐）

――『神の末っ子アネモネ』演出家キム・ジョンインタビュー
キム・ジョン
（文：河野桃子）
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ࣩҚéҚࣩӗǞǝǘǃǾࢥǬǢلé֣উ

【インタビュー】ばらばらでいながら、そろう。
――白神ももこインタビュー
白神ももこ
（取材・文：住吉智恵／撮影：鈴木 渉）

.SYJWJXYNSYMJUJWKTWRJW XINWJHYTW XTWTYMJWHWJFYTWX

【インタビュー】作品と観客をつなぐ 契約 のために舞台美術ができること
――セノ派・佐々木文美インタビュー
セノ派・佐々木文美
（文：もてスリム／写真：泉山朗土）

モハマド・ファレド・ジャイナル、シャーザ・イシャック（テアター・エカマトラ）
（インタビュー・文：落 雅季子）

【レビュー】ささやかで力強く生を肯定する宣言
モモンガ・コンプレックス『わたしたちは、そろっている。』
（文：岩渕貞太 ／写真：三浦麻旅子）
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【インタビュー】自死と病を問う新たなる映像作品『Berak』
――タブーを越え、分かり合うために
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■開催概要
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名称
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フェスティバル/トーキョー実行委員会

Festival/Tokyo Executive Committee

主催
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顧問


Advisor:
Man Nomura
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Honorary President of the Executive Committee:
Yukio Takano
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名誉実行委員長 ރຉ౼൘ä෪௰ٯ
実行委員長



副実行委員長
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čܻࢍĎäֶُɈȢȱدԀäܟ
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थᔡݑпäčܻߡĎǜǋǲ฿ӌߡäࡓ๎ِ

委員


ഛ林۸וäčܻࢍĎֶُɈȢȱدԀäࡓå
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ƶƺǿǍǱǗǜ
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࠶ಠঢ
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監事
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法務アドバイザーйۗߵåฉᔡधäčޝఈ୷Ǿෞࡓ๎ःĎ

(Chair, Japan Council of Performers Rights & Performing Arts Organizations; Noh actor)

(Mayor of Toshima City)

Chair of the Executive Committee:
Shigeo Fukuchi

(Advisor, New National Theatre Foundation; Advisor, Association for Corporate Support of the
Arts; Senior Alumnus, Asahi Group Holdings, Ltd.)

Vice Chairs of the Executive Committee:
Sachio Ichimura (Advisor, NPO Arts Network Japan)
(MNPFWF+ZONYF (Director, Culture, Commerce and Industry Division, Toshima City)
0TNHMN4_F\F(Administrative Director, Toshima Mirai Cultural Foundation)
Committee Members:
Motoki Ozaki

「トランスフィールド from アジア」助成

ܵߜޒ༅ֻ٩ȉȟȉȢɚȦÿ
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協賛
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後援
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特別協力 ৱ൱ଠ્นூå௵൱വӮூଠ્ூå௵൱ఢաԀࢍå


ȜɚȞɊȋɚȞȭȊåȟɌɚȖఙऊூଠ્นூå

(President, Association for Corporate Support of the Arts; Corporate Advisor, Kao Corporation)



੬әՅُ݊աԀࢍåຉɑȥÿȯä424௵ا

Sumiko Kumakura

協力

௵اझ݊Ԁः෪௰࠶൵å෪௰ٯझூԦབྷވԀå

(Professor, Graduate School of Global Arts, Tokyo University of the Arts)



෪௰ٯԀབྷވԀåп೯ࢍෞঢ෪௰دܺ֜ٯԀå

(Senior Officer, Business Planning Department, Japan Headquarters, Asahi Group Holdings, Ltd.)



п೯ࢍෞঢ෪௰ُࠗدԀåܻ҈ࢍෞঢ෪௰ෞঢԀå

Hiroyuki Watanabe(Chair, Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry Toshima)
Taeko Nagai(Chair, Setagaya Arts Foundation)
Kei Ogura(Director, Cultural Design Section, Culture, Commerce and Industry Division,



ଠ્ৱ݀झூԦབྷވԀå
పகഖѵՕగෞঢȣȼȈÿଠ્ǲǕǙǃǾå



ɂȭɒɈȯɔɄɑȦɚåɂȭɒȗɐɚȰȞȭȊåଠ્ɂȭɒԀå



ȜɚȞɊȋɚȞȭȊȾɑɚȠɂȭɒåɂȭɒɑȤɒଠ્

宣伝協力
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Masashi Nakata

Toshima City)

Naoko Hasuike (Toshima Mirai Cultural Foundation; Executive Director, Owlspot
Theatre/Toshima Performing Arts Center)

Akiko Yonehara(Representative, NPO Arts Network Japan)
Kaku Nagashima(Director, Festival/Tokyo)
Chika Kawai(Co-Director, Festival/Tokyo)
Madoka Ashihara(Administrative Director, Festival/Tokyo)
Supervisor:
Kinuko Noto(Director, General Affairs Section, General Affairs Division, Toshima City)
Legal Advisors:Kensaku Fukui, Hisato Kitazawa(Kotto Dori Law Office)


ȼȎȠȭȊȷɒȯÿȔɎÿ ǣ௵ߖ࣪ۂاǢ
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■ Festival Overview
Name: Festival/Tokyo 2020 (F/T20)
Dates: Friday, October 16–Sunday, November 15, 2020
Venues:
Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre
TRAM-PAL Otsuka
Shopping streets in Toshima
Online
and other locations
Organizers:
Festival/Tokyo Executive Committee (Toshima City, Toshima Mirai Cultural
Foundation, NPO Arts Network Japan [NPO-ANJ]),
Tokyo Festival Executive Committee (Toshima City, Toshima Mirai Cultural
Foundation, Festival/Tokyo Executive Committee, Tokyo Metropolitan
Foundation for History and Culture [Tokyo Metropolitan Theatre & Arts
Council Tokyo])
Transfield from Asia Grant: the Japan Foundation Asia Center
Grant Program for the Promotion of Cultural Collaboration
Sponsored by Asahi Group Holdings, Ltd.
Endorsed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, GEIDANKYO, J-WAVE 81.3 FM
S p e cial c o o p eratio n fro m SE I BU I K E BU K U ROHON T E N, T OBU
DEPARTMENT STORE IKEBUKURO, TOBU RAILWAY CO., LTD., Sunshine
City, Junkudo Ikebukuro, RISO KAGAKU CORPORATION, Hoshino Resorts
OMO5 Tokyo Otsuka
In cooperation with Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and Industry Toshima,
Toshima City Shopping Street Federation, Toshima City Federation, Toshima
City Tourism Association, Toshima Industry Association, Toshima Corporate
Taxpayers’ Association, Ikebukuro Nishiguchi Shopping Street Federation,
NPO Zephyr, Hotel Metropolitan Tokyo Ikebukuro, Hotel Grand City
Ikebukuro, Ikebukuro Hotel Association, Sunshine City Prince Hotel, HOTEL
RESOL IKEBUKURO
PR Support: Poster Hari’s
Supported by the Agency for Cultural Affairs, Government of Japan in fiscal
2020
Festival/Tokyo 2020 is organized as part of Tokyo Festival 2020.

フェスティバル/トーキョー実行委員会事務局
ディレクター

௰Ի

共同ディレクターӞވਜӑ
事務局長
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制作
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ääääääääॷवྺčވఘԀࢍX^Z_ĊLJSĎå٩йഡ׀å்ࠧຬݍå
ääääääääರੲ࠻åӹРå൱ϴבå
ääääääääนऴčވఘԀࢍX^Z_ĊLJSĎ
コミュニケーションデザイン（広報/教育普及）チーフäथ๛ד
コミュニケーションデザイン（広報/教育普及）
ääääääää๙ࢣӊåһຉ౺åߘਡݡং
コミュニケーションデザイン（広報/教育普及）アシスタント
ääääääääਡ৩ৡåॷ்ƶǍഡ

Festival/Tokyo Executive Committee Secretariat
Director:Kaku Nagashima
Co-Director:Chika Kawai
Administrative Director:Madoka Ashihara
Production Coordinators: Maki Fujishima, Keisuke Shimada, Momoka
Yunoki, Chihiro Suzuki, Yuuri Fujii, Takashi Osada, Masao Yamagata, Yuko
Igari, Maiko Iwama, Yuko Uematsu (syuz’gen), Miki Kanai, Yoshiyuki Shida,
Saeko Hagiya, Mei Miyauchi, Aki Miyatake, Shoko Miyamoto (syuz’gen)
Communication Design Director (PR, Education & Outreach):
Akiko Ogura
Communication Design (PR, Education & Outreach): Mone Natori, Noriko
Okano, Hironobu Hosokawa
Communication Design Assistants (PR, Education & Outreach): Kiyonari
Morikawa, Asumi Ueda
Ticket Manager: Kazumi Takei
Liaison Officer: Shiho Ota
Accounting: Kumiko Tsutsumi, countroom inc.(Makoto Gotoh, Kyoichi

票券チーフ

൱йཷഡ

渉外

ય்࠳

Nakayama)

経理
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総務

ඥ۹ऴ

技術監督

హਡ҂ࠧ

Administrator: Akiko Yonehara
Technical Director: Eiji Torakawa
Lighting Coordinator: Naoki Kinoshita (Factor Co., Ltd.)
Sound Coordinator: Akira Aikawa (Sound Weeds Inc.)
Art Director: Yui Takada (Allright Graphics)
Design Coordinator: Mai Takada (Allright Graphics)
Design: Tomomi Yamada, Takumi Saito (Allright Graphics)
Illustrator: Akina Haga
PR Video Music: Kiyomaru Togo (Allright Music)
Publicity Video: Dino Sato
Website: Shun Aizawa (Mtame, Inc.)
Overseas Public Relations, Translation: William Andrews
Copywriting: Rieko Suzuki

照明コーディネート Ӌध܍čաԀࢍȼȈȖȦÿĎ
音響コーディネート ਡऴč܅ԀࢍȜȍɚȰȍȊÿȡĎ
アートディレクション髙்ຜč&QQWNLMY,WFUMNHXĎ
デザインコーディネーター 髙்൲č&QQWNLMY,WFUMNHXĎ
デザイン

ࠐ்ଟഡåᲰఊૢࡽč&QQWNLMY,WFUMNHXĎ

イラスト

ӻƶǁǞ

音楽
（PR動画）
 ௵ن৩֨č&QQWNLMY2ZXNHĎ
PR動画

ȧȋȵȜȯȍ

ウェブサイト

ᔡ࣬č2YFRJաԀࢍĎ

海外広報・翻訳 ȍȊɑȉɇéȉɚȰɑɌÿȡ
作品紹介文
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フェスティバル/トーキョー実行委員会事務局
〒171- 0 031東京都豊島区目白5 -24 -12 旧真和中学校4F
TEL

03 - 59 61- 5202

FA X

03 - 59 61- 5207

Festival/ Tok yo
4F 5 -24 -12 Mejiro, Toshima -ku, Tok yo 171- 0 031 Japan
Tel

+81-(0)3 - 59 61- 5202 Fax

発行

+81-(0)3 - 59 61- 5207

フェスティバル/トーキョー実行委員会

Festival/ Tok yo Executive Committee
アートディレクション
デザイン

田 唯（Allright Graphics）

齋藤拓実（Allright Graphics）

デザインコーディネーター
編集

田 舞（Allright Graphics）

小倉明紀子、岡野乃里子、名取萌音
（フェスティバル/トーキョー実行委員会事務局）

編集協力

深沢祐一

Ar t Direction
Design

Yui Takada (Allright Graphics)

Takumi Saito (Allright Graphics)

Design Coordinator
Editors

Mai Takada (Allright Graphics)

Akiko Ogura, Noriko Okano, Mone Natori
(Festival/ Tok yo Executive Committee Secretariat)

Editorial Suppor t

Yuichi Fukazawa
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